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Bad News
The state’s largest daily, the Oklahoman, has changed hands – again. 

That is bad news for the state, for civic discourse and understanding.
Don’t misunderstand. We’re not shedding any tears over the departure 

of Phil Anschutz as owner. He is a wealthy ideologue whose worldview 
was so far right that even Eddie Gaylord would blush.

But the sale to GateHouse Media gives little reason to hope that rank-
and-file Oklahomans will be well served any time soon by a newspaper 
with the reporting staff and financial resources necessary to dig to the 
bottom of important stories – in other words, to serve as the public’s 
watchdog.

GateHouse’s slash-and-burn modus operandi pervades today’s print 
media, turning once solid local news operations into glorified shoppers 
and public relations rags.

Here’s how the Austin Chronicle put it after Gatehouse purchased the 
Austin American Statesman last spring:

“The GateHouse model for business is by now known and controver-
sial: Find a privately-held legacy paper where the current owners have 
little interest [in the States¬man’s case, Cox Media Group], buy that 
paper for a song, then slash staff levels, especially senior and tenured 
employees who are pulling down the biggest salaries.”

Indeed, the day the sale was announced 37 Oklahoman staffers lost 
their jobs – from an already skeletal staff left from the Anschutz era’s 
deep cuts.

Worse, the staffers were required to sit through a 35-minute presenta-
tion from the new owners before being informed of their fate – via email. 
Heartless. 

The only good news – at least in theory – is that Anschutz is gone. 
Could that portend a more thoughtful and progressive, less Draconi-
an opinion section? Probably not. Best we can tell, GateHouse chases 
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Observerscope

Join us Oct. 11 at OKC’s Full 
Circle Books for our Newsmakers’ 
Election Preview with longtime 
House Democratic Leader Scott 
Inman and UCO Professor John 
Wood. Details on page 13.

Dart: To GOP gov nominee Kevin 
Stitt, skipping VOICE’s Sept. 30 ac-
countability session on education. 
If he’s convinced there’s already 
enough money for OK schools, he 
needs to make his case in person.

We mourn the passing of our 
friend and 40-plus-year Observer 
subscriber Jim Killackey, long-
time Oklahoman education and 
medical writer. We already miss 
his frequent, always encouraging 
calls and emails.

Laurel: To Police Chief Bill Citty, 
displaying vision and determina-
tion to convince OKC Council to 
reduce penalties for simple mari-
juana possession. There’s much 
left to be done, but it’s key step to-
ward being Smart on Crime.

Mark you calendars for Nov. 10 
for the annual Fall Peace Festival 
at OKC’s Civic Center Music Hall, 
co-sponsored by The Observer. De-
tails on back cover. Admission is 
free.

Dart: To tone-deaf Tourism and 
Recreation leadership, prioritizing 
$9 million for a new OKC HQ over 
rebuilding decaying state parks. 
The let them eat cake philosophy, 
writ large.

ATTN: Oklahoma lawmakers. 
Your Indiana counterparts appear 
poised to crack down on unsolic-
ited robocalls, many spoofing local 
numbers to execute their scams. 
AG Mike Hunter warns against an-
swering unrecognized number.

Laurel: To gutsy Oklahoma Eth-
ics Commission, unanimously 
voting again to impose a two-year 
cooling off period before elected 
officials can become lobbyists. 
Myopic lawmakers killed the good 
government proposal last spring.

Gov. Fallin’s Feeding Oklahoma 
Drive hopes to provide two million 
meals to families, children and se-
niors this winter. The month-long 
campaign benefits the Regional 
Food Bank of Oklahoma, Commu-
nity Food Bank of Eastern Okla-
homa and their partner agencies. 
For more information and/or to 
contribute, visit www.feedingokla-
homa.org.

 
Dart: To OSU, introducing Kevin 

Stitt during Folds of Honor rec-
ognition at recent football game. 
Stitt’s company now sponsors the 
brief ceremony, but it’s unconscio-
nable for a public university to give 
any political candidate a pre-elec-
tion platform before 50k-plus.

Amazon founder and Washing-
ton Post owner Jeff Bezos and wife 
MacKenzie donated $10 million to 
the With Honor Fund to help elect 
veterans. The super PAC has en-
dorsed 14 Republicans and 19 
Democrats this year.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 44
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Letters

CONTINUED ON PAGE 45

Editor, The Observer:
Soon there will be a total of four 

justices on the SCOTUS who have 
been placed there by presidents 
who failed to win the popular vote 
in their own elections. The ever 
more curious “Electoral College 
count” vaulted these men into 
their respective presidential chair.

Our founders were persuaded to 
establish the Electoral College by 
the states with the most intense 
slave populations, states who cor-
rectly envisioned a time when New 
York, New Jersey and the New Eng-
land states would dwarf the popu-
lation of the states who had adopt-
ed agriculture and slavery rather 
than manufacturing as their way 
of life. Projecting that they might 
be perpetually less populated, they 
concocted a plan to win the presi-
dency without the absolute neces-
sity [and inconvenience] of hold-
ing the most votes at the national 
level.

Oddly enough, the singular time 
it was used in 1888-89 it did not 
have the effect intended by the 
founders. A Republican from Indi-
ana defeated a Democrat from New 
York with no semblance of the 
original intent for protection of the 
agrarian minority vote.

Now, however, the intention of 
“minority protection” has worked 
marvelously in the elections of 
both 2000 and 2016. A partner-
ship between a sizable cluster of 
sparsely populated, mostly agri-
cultural states, matched with just 
a few larger populated states, man-
aged to amass the necessary elec-
toral votes despite losing the na-
tional popular vote.

So we are about to be saddled, 
likely to mid-century, by a SCO-
TUS concocted by a minority who, 
by their behavior, obviously do not 
have the interests of the majority 
at heart.

The Electoral College looms well 
beyond reform and is proving fatal 
to our democracy.

Frank Silovsky
Oklahoma City

Editor, The Observer:
On this 75th anniversary of the 

Broadway musical Oklahoma!, an 
Oregon troupe has given the 1943 
hit an explosive 2018 sex-change: 
Ado Annie becomes Ado Andy. 
Even the liberal New Yorker calls 
the version “radical.”

The late Claremore playwright 
Lynn Riggs depicted Oklahoma 
during the 1907 statehood era and 

Rodgers and Hammerstein set it 
to music with lyrics that includ-
ed, “Country a-changing, got to 
change with it.”

These decades later, the Oregon 
producers certainly reflect today’s 
“a-changing” times regarding sex. 
The effect, on the other hand, 
seems to be upsetting a large audi-
ence of traditionalist folks.

With permission granted by the 
current owners of Oklahoma! [the 
play, not the state], the new ver-
sion of the  homespun musical 
played to sell-out audiences at the 
600-seat theater at Oregon Shake-
speare Festival at Ashland.

More, the play was performed 
Sept. 27 at St. Ann’s Warehouse 
in Brooklyn where chili and corn-
bread were to be fed to the audi-
ence to help convey a more home-
like Oklahoma feeling.

The show revised by Bill Rauch 
make Curley and Laurey into two 
women who are lovers and Will 
Parker is in love with Ado Andy. 
Aunt Eller is a transgender woman 
played by a transgender.

A review in the New York Times 
by Laura Collins-Hughes carried 
the headline: “That Bright Golden 
Haze? Change.”

Joseph H. Carter Sr.
Norman

Editor, The Observer:
Many of the people complaining 

about Colin Kaepernick’s silent 
protest of kneeling during the na-
tional anthem are being extremely 
hypocritical. I have been wonder-
ing what their feeling would be if it 
had been, say, Tim Tebow instead, 
taking a knee until the U.S. totally 
outlawed all abortions. My guess 
is that people not kneeling by now 
would be subjected to castigating 
glares, if not outright hostility. 
Nonetheless, these folks claim Mr. 
Kaepernick is being disrespectful 
to the flag, and therefore, by ex-
tension, to all that the flag stands 
for. [Including, ironically, the 1st 
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Arnold Hamilton

A Colossal Waste
Of Tax Dollars

The status quo is never easily broken. Just ask 
proponents of criminal justice reform.

So far, former House Speaker Kris Steele, the 
ACLU and others approach a decade as champions 
of Smart on Crime initiatives aimed at fixing Okla-
homa’s broken penal system.

Unfortunately, their best efforts slam repeatedly 
into an all-but-impenetrable wall of resistance erect-
ed by politicians, prosecutors, law enforcement and 
private industry that thrive on a burgeoning inmate 
population.

What endures is a punitive public policy that 
produced the nation’s highest incarceration rate, 
squandered billions of precious tax dollars and did 
little to turn lawbreakers into productive members 
of society.

Thankfully, there is increasing evidence rank-and-
file Oklahomans not only grasp the futility of the 
criminal justice status quo, but also want wholesale 
changes.

Two years ago, voters overwhelmingly approved 
two state questions that reduced the likelihood of 
prison time for non-violent offenses, such as simple 
drug possession, and increased opportunities for 
substance abuse and mental health treatment for 
lawbreakers.

This spring, the Legislature took modest first 
steps to enact the voters’ will, slowing but not end-
ing the prison population growth that – coupled 
with long neglected maintenance and other issues – 
leaves the state Corrections Department with about 
$2 billion in capital needs.

More recently, the ACLU and the Urban Institute 
released a comprehensive new report that quantifies 
the insanity of Oklahoma’s lock ‘em up, throw away 
the key approach, especially its failure to treat the 
root causes of criminal behavior.

In 2016, for example, the research found nearly 
seven in 10 incarcerated women and nearly half of 
imprisoned men had diagnosed mental health disor-
ders. In 2015 nearly half of the state’s inmates were 
serving time for non-violent offenses, including 11% 
for drug possession.

Yet, it costs the state 13 times more to warehouse 
than it does to monitor inmates on supervised pro-
bation or parole, which often includes out-patient 
mental health and substance abuse services.

No wonder state general fund spending on correc-
tions skyrocketed 79% since 1987.

As voters and current and future lawmakers digest 
the report, other policymakers in and out of Okla-
homa are deploying outside-the-box thinking to 
better ensure public safety and help provide those 
with mental health and substance abuse problems a 
fighting chance for a productive life.

In Oklahoma City, for example, it is no small mat-
ter that Police Chief Bill Citty – yes, the police chief! 
– proposed reducing penalties for marijuana posses-
sion.

First, it saves taxpayers the cost of booking and 
housing non-violent offenders in the county jail. 
Second, it frees up officers to focus what’s clearly 
more important: violent crimes and prevention.

Citty’s smart proposal – approved Sept. 25 by the 
City Council – not only takes into account the legal-
ization of medical marijuana earlier this year, but 
also builds on efforts to seek alternatives to jail for 
minor offenses.

Indeed, the chief reports Oklahoma City saved 
nearly $1 million over the last three years when it 
reduced by 26% the number of individuals sent to 
county jail on municipal charges.

Outside Oklahoma, meanwhile, states such as 
California and New Jersey are tackling bail reform in 
an effort to end a rigged system in which those with 
money can buy their way out while the less prosper-
ous languish behind bars while awaiting trial – often 
losing their jobs and homes.

The ACLU-Urban Institute report found 12,096 
people spent time in county jails in Oklahoma in 
2015 – nearly 70% of whom had not yet been convict-
ed of a crime. This is a colossal waste of tax dollars.

November’s general elections afford an excellent 
opportunity to question current and future law-
makers about where they stand on criminal justice 
reform – and to vote accordingly.
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‘Remember In November’ Offers 
Hope For More Progressive Oklahoma

BY ARNOLD HAMILTON 

At a recent political forum in Edmond, Soon-
erPoll founder Bill Shapard identified what 
he views as the top three issues in Novem-
ber’s general elections.

“No. 1 is education. No. 2 is education. And No. 3 
is education.”

There is little doubt last spring’s two-week teacher 
walkout and the ongoing fight to reverse the nation’s 
deepest cuts in public education animate Oklahoma 
politics as Nov. 6 nears.

Not only were a dozen Republican legislative in-
cumbents knocked off in primaries and runoffs, but 
GOP gubernatorial nominee Kevin Stitt launched his 
general election ad blitz with warm, fuzzy images of 
him in school settings.

Having near supermajority control of the state-
house for eight years, Republicans cannot escape re-
sponsibility for Oklahoma’s education crisis.

The question is, will voters who’ve reliably pulled 
the GOP lever for a decade-plus make them pay for 
the legislative malpractice?

For Democrats, the signs are encouraging – despite 
polls reporting Republicans with comfortable leads 
in races thought to be competitive.

The reason: Democrats sit on the high side of the 
enthusiasm gap for the first time in … well … ages. 

If enough disgruntled but motivated first-time or 
casual voters take a throw-the-bums-out mentality 
to the polls, Democrat Drew Edmondson could be 
elected governor and the GOP legislative hammerlock 
loosened.

Here are five keys to Oklahoma electing a more pro-
gressive leadership for 2019 and beyond:

DEMOCRATS IN RURAL AREAS
As the state’s population centers purple up politi-

cally, rural Oklahoma has become bedrock Republi-
can – a testament to the power of the pulpit and the 
satellite dish [see, Fox News].

What gives Edmondson a fighting chance to part 
the Red Sea is education.

Nothing is more important to rural communities 
than their public schools. It is their identity. No won-
der forced consolidation is a non-starter politically.

Edmondson was at the Capitol everyday during the 
walkout, visiting with teachers, outlining his plans 
to improve funding and bolster rural schools [think: 
technological issues, such as broadband access].

Stitt, by contrast, said he would not have signed the 
teacher pay raise bill, effectively arguing Oklahoma 
has enough money to properly fund public schools 
without increasing taxes.

Will that old GOP, anti-government dog still hunt?
Maybe not. A recent SoonerPoll found Edmondson 

and Stitt in a near-dead heat among likely rural vot-
ers. 

Think about that. Generic congressional ballots in 
rural Oklahoma give Republicans a huge advantage, 
but the governor’s race is tight.

Even though Edmondson angered Big Ag with his 
opposition to 2016’s Right to Farm proposal and his 
lawsuit as attorney general against poultry operators 
accused of polluting pristine eastern Oklahoma wa-
ters, including the Illinois River and Lake Tenkiller.

If Edmondson can come out close to even in rural 
Oklahoma, it could be enough to propel him to vic-
tory.

NATIONALIZING THE ELECTION
GOP dominance at NE 23rd and Lincoln Blvd. is se-

riously threatened if Democrats can make this a ref-
erendum on Gov. Mary Fallin’s eight years.

In a recent SoonerPoll, 68% of likely voters gave  
thumbs down to her performance as governor – in-
cluding 65% of Republicans.

In response, the GOP will do everything possible 
to nationalize Oklahoma’s elections. Why? Because 
President Trump’s approval rating here is nearly 60% 
– 85% among Republicans.
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The GOP powers-that-be will hope to persuade vot-

ers that not only is statehouse control a referendum 
on Trump, but also that Democratic gains would turn 
the Capitol’s keys over to Nancy Pelosi and Chuck 
Schumer Mini-Me’s.

Reality check: The Nov. 6 elections are not about 
Donald Trump and D.C. politics.

It is true that all five of the state’s Republican-con-
trolled congressional seats are on the ballot. It also 
is true that any Democratic breakthrough could help 
alter the balance of congressional power.

That’s important, to be sure, but it cannot obscure 
the main event: This is a referendum on eight years 
of GOP statehouse dominance – period.

Are Oklahomans satisfied with the status quo?
CAN DEMOCRATS HANG ON?

When it comes to the statehouse, the Democrats’ 
fondest dream this year is to elect Edmondson as gov-
ernor and secure a veto-proof minority in the House.

The legislative component is unlikely to be achieved 
unless Democrats hang onto a half-dozen potentially 
vulnerable House and two Senate seats coming open, 
most because of term limits.

Three of the House districts to watch are rural [lean-
ing more Republican in recent years]: Ed Cannaday’s 
HD 15, Chuck Hoskin’s HD 6, and Brian Renegar’s 
HD 17, all in eastern Oklahoma. Three more are in 

districts once held by Republicans: Scott Inman’s HD 
94 [Del City], Cory Williams’ HD 34 [Stillwater] and 
the late Claudia Griffith’s HD 45 [Norman].

In the Senate, Randy Bass’ SD 32 is the only Demo-
cratic seat west of Interstate 35, and John Sparks’ SD 
16 is in Norman where explosive growth turns almost 
any district into a potential battleground.

For a dream election season to materialize, Demo-
crats need to hang onto all eight.

POSSIBLE DEMOCRATIC PICKUPS?
Democrats best chances of forging a veto-proof mi-

nority in either house depends on picking up open, 
former GOP seats or unseating unpopular Republi-
can incumbents.

Two central Oklahoma Senate seats jump out as 
possibilities: former senator-turned-OKC Mayor Da-
vid Holt’s SD 30 and retiring Sen. A.J. Griffin’s SD 
20 reflect the purpling politically of the state’s urban 
areas.

Other open seats – some because unhappy Republi-
can voters ousted incumbents in the primary, others 
because of term limits – also offer potential, since 
it’s always easier to win an open seat than defeat an 
incumbent.

Among the now-open Republican seats worth 
watching: John Bennett’s HD 2 [Sallisaw], Bobby 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 9
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HOBSON’S CHOICE(S)
Cal’s Predictions, Preferences And Guesses

BY CAL HOBSON

Oh boy. If you are still in the far too large a group 
that thinks voting isn’t important, I humbly recom-
mend you avoid a fellow named Gentner Drummond, 
one time Republican candidate for Oklahoma Attor-
ney General. He lost the Aug. 28 runoff to “incum-
bent by appointment” Mike Hunter. The G Man lost 
in a cliffhanger by the margin of 271 votes which 
works out to one eighth of one vote per precinct. Oh 
man!

In fact, because of general voter apathy, fewer than 
15% of all adults who do vote will determine the 
elected leadership of our state on Nov. 6 but don’t 
blame that minimal number on lack of time to cast a 
ballot. Polls will open at 7 a.m. Nov. 1 and close at 7 
p.m. the following Tuesday and absentee ballots are 
available as well. 

Hell, even Sen. Gene Stipe and many of his friends 
will participate from the McAlester cemetery. If they 
can find the time and energy to “appear” at their 
precinct door so can you.

Since there are many statewide, congressional, 
legislative, judicial and county races to be settled 
Nov. 6, I admit staying informed on all of them can 
be intimidating although – being a political junkie – I 
try. 

Therefore, in accordance with my lifelong motto of 
“Often wrong but never in doubt,” I offer the follow-
ing opinions/guesses/wags for your consideration:

GOVERNOR
Demo Drew Edmondson versus Repub Kevin Stitt. 

The Tulsa mortgage mogul votes about as frequently 
as Halley’s Comet appears in our sky. Conversely, 

Drew has probably voted more often than there are 
stars in the sky. 

However, the results of this likely razor close con-
test will mostly be driven by the low popularity of a 
woman not even on the ballot.

Her name is Mary Fallin. Yep she’ll vote for Kevin 
while Drew will make sure everybody knows that. 
Our outgoing governor is about as popular with 
voters as Ingrid Newkirk would be at a cockfight in 
southeastern Oklahoma. Ingrid? She’s the founder 
of People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals 
[PETA].

Forgetting Fallin, and who doesn’t want to, there 
are other differences between K and D. Here are a 
few. Edmondson:

1. Would require vaccinations for school children. 
2. Would have signed HB1010XX, funding for 

schools.
3. Would accept Medicaid expansion money.
4. Would propose raising the gross production tax 

to 7%.
5. Would propose raising the cigarette tax by 50 

cents per pack.
Stitt wouldn’t. Both men spoke and answered 

questions in my OU Life Long Learning Seminar 
during the last two weeks. I just report. You decide.

OTHER STATEWIDE RACES
For the other statewide elections, there are quali-

fied candidates from both parties but only the el-
ephants have the mother’s milk of politics: Money 
and lots of it. ‘Nuf said.

LEGISLATIVE RACES
Much of the vacuuming out of our Oklahoma 

Swamp located at 23rd and Lincoln has already been 
done by ... Republicans. 

Most of the proud, pompous and puritanical mem-
bers of the Platform Caucus, made up of about 20 
House members, have been defeated, resigned or 
chose not to run again.

The smartest ones – and that’s a relative term – 
voluntarily selected the last of the three options. 
So, even if all remaining incumbents are returned to 
office in the House of Representatives, there will be 
at least 44 new faces out of 101 members filling out 
the pictorial of the incoming 2019 legislature.

Voters, my only question is:  What took you so 
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long?
THE DC DELEGATION

And finally how about an upset special? Fifth 
District incumbent Republican Congressman and 
retired Army Lt. Col. Steve Russell, who helped fer-
ret out the ferret Saddam Hussein from his hole in 
the ground hideout during the second Iraqi War, has 
been almost as elusive to find by his voters.

His opponent, Democrat and once longshot can-
didate Kendra Horn, is now polling within 10 points 
of her target and that spells trouble for him in River 
City.

While he has been busy maintaining a perfect 
voting record in support of our very imperfect presi-
dent, Donald Trump, Kendra has been cultivating 
the ever more purple district occupying central 
Oklahoma.

Vote by vote, door by door, person by person, issue 

by issue, Kendra has been killing the colonel with 
folks ready for real change in DC. Suburban females, 
younger couples in the Bricktown area and minori-
ties throughout the 5th District will determine who 
best reflects their opinions, preferences and priori-
ties on Nov. 6.

It will come down to this: Russell is a strong mem-
ber of the Me Too Movement in that he is all in with 
Trump. The Donald says X, Y or Z. Doesn’t matter. 
Steve says “me too.”

Horn’s likely retort to The Trumpster’s query? 
“Not me. If you want a rubber stamp go to Kinkos.”

2018 is perhaps our most controversial and conse-
quential election in state history. Take part in it.

V-O-T-E.
Cal Hobson, a Lexington Democrat, served in the 
Oklahoma Legislature from 1978-2006, including 
one term as Senate President Pro Tempore.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

Cleveland’s HD 20 [McClain, Garvin, Cleveland and 
Pottawatomie Counties], Scooter Park’s HD 65 [for-
merly held by Democrat Joe Dorman in southwestern 
Oklahoma], Roger Ford’s HD 95 [Midwest City], Jeff 
Coody’s HD 63 [Lawton], and Jason Murphey’s HD 31 
[Guthrie].

YEAR OF THE WOMAN
Though women comprise slightly more than half of 

our nearly four million residents, Oklahoma is one of 
only 11 states with no women in Congress.

Further, women comprise a mere 13.4% of state leg-
islators – tied with West Virginia for second fewest in 
the country, behind only Wyoming at 11%.

When will Oklahoma’s political leadership begin to 
more accurately reflect its overall population? Why 
not now?

An unprecedented number of women not only filed 
for public office, but also survived primaries and run-
offs – 49 Democrats and 16 Republicans will be major 
party nominees for statehouse on Nov. 6.

Six more will be on the ballot for statwide office: 
Republicans Joy Hofmeister [incumbent] for super-
intendent, Leslie Osborn for labor commissioner and 
Cindy Byrd for auditor; Democrats Anastasia Pittman 
for lieutenant governor, Kimberly Fobbs for insur-
ance commissioner and Ashley Nicole McCray for 
corporation commissioner.

In addition, three women are still in the hunt for 
two of Oklahoma’s congressional seats – Democrat 
Kendra Horn in the 5th District and Democrat Mary 
Brannon and independent Ruby Peters in the 4th.

This is a historic moment electorally in Oklahoma. 
The extraordinary number of female nominees on the 
general election ballot suggests the dawn of a new era 

– one ushering in a fresh perspective after more than 
a century of patriarchy.

To be sure, there have been notable female ideo-
logues in the Legislature over the years – think former 
Reps. Sally Kern or Odilia Dank. But current wom-
en lawmakers whose voices are being heard – think 
Reps. Emily Virgin and Osborn and Sens. Stephanie 
Bice and Griffin – are making a huge, positive differ-
ence.

November’s elections afford an opportunity for 
more electoral diversity – and a more promising fu-
ture for all Oklahomans.

What it requires is good-hearted, civic-minded peo-
ple to Remember in November, get off the couch and 
vote.

Remember
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In Oklahoma, The ‘Blue Wave’
May Turn Out To Be ‘Green’

BY JOHNSON BRIDGWATER

Is Oklahoma currently seeing the first lapping of 
a building “green wave” in our state? Current, and 
recent, political indicators point to a “yes.” 

A small but important indicator took place last 
legislative session, when decades of slander and 
misinformation surrounding industrial hemp were 
overturned in our state when the Oklahoma Legisla-
ture passed a law supporting this important agricul-
tural commodity.

But beyond this, the most significant indicator of 
this new wave emerged during the 2018 legislative 
session when a fight over education funding led to a 
dramatic, and unexpected, defeat of a major legisla-
tive effort known as Step Up.

Though billed as a “nonpartisan group of busi-
ness, civic and community leaders” – claiming they 
had a solution for solving Oklahoma’s education 
funding crisis – it was evident that Step Up was 
just another attempt to allow Oklahoma’s ruling 
oligarchs to walk away without any real giving on 
their part – and doing so by coopting a dire situation 
plaguing Oklahoma education.

Unfortunately, the OEA [Oklahoma Education As-
sociation], desperate for education funding, went 
along with the plan – a plan that did not move the 
oil and gas gross production tax back to 7% [its rate 
previous to 2015] but rather moved it to a mere 4%.

It even included a new tax scheme on wind energy, 
despite the fact that wind energy in rural Oklahoma 
counties had been shown to be pumping millions 
of dollars into rural school districts, allowing many 
rural schools to be taken off of state education for-
mula funding.

So, what happened?
Green lobbyists, led by the Sierra Club and joined 

by organizations like Human Community Network 
and others, pushed back at the state Capitol and 
watched as their efforts paid off as a block of state 
representatives emerged who voted down the plan. 

Ultimately, a different education funding package 
was passed that called for a 5% tax on oil and gas, 
and completely dropped any attempt to tax wind 
energy.

Those in the green movement consider this a 
major victory in a state like Oklahoma, where fossil 
fuel interests have had their way for decades.

The months that followed, including a statewide 
teacher strike, saw blocks of teachers become aware 
it was time for oil and gas to give back the mas-
sive breaks awarded them years earlier – tax breaks 
which very clearly fueled Oklahoma’s budget crisis.

This growing awareness on the part of Oklahoma’s 
educators is of fundamental importance to growing 
and expanding a real environmental awakening in 
our state. What about since then?

Educators continue to support pushing back 
against oil and gas, most recently with a state ap-
pearance by Sierra Club-endorsed Sen. Elizabeth 
Warren, who spoke in Oklahoma City at a pro-teach-
er rally, and with State Superintendent candidate Dr. 
John Cox, speaking at a public event in Tulsa dedi-
cated to discussion of the emerging charter schools 
movement, start out his comments by making it 
clear that the oil and gas tax needs to be raised for 
the sake of our state education funding.

Lastly, and particularly exciting, is the emergence 
of a secondary schools renewable energy curricu-
lum, OREEP [Oklahoma Renewable Energy Educa-
tion Program], being taught to Oklahoma teachers 
and warmly embraced across the state. There is no 
question Oklahoma education is seeing the need, 
and the value, in promoting environmentally sound 
knowledge and practice for the sake of our state, 
and our children’s futures.

The connections between education and state poli-
tics do not stop there.

A well-documented movement of Oklahoma teach-
er candidates has emerged, and this movement has 
also been joined by legislative candidates who value 
the importance of returning Oklahoma’s natural 
environment back to a well-managed asset capable 
of providing the air, land and water we need to thrive 
for coming generations.

The Oklahoma Chapter of Sierra Club, a long es-
tablished, environmentally-focused political organi-
zation in Oklahoma, is happy to share that they have 
received strong interest from legislative candidates 
this year, both state and federal, seeking the en-
dorsement of the Oklahoma Chapter.

Oklahoma Sierra Club has so far endorsed Mary 
Boren in Senate District 16 and Leslie Bonebreak in 
House District 53.
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Bonebreak sees environmental concerns as a key 
to her platform “to protect our freshwater resources 
and establish environmental studies before develop-
ment – these are close to the top of my legislative 
priorities list. Global warming is happening. We have 
alternative green energy resources that are creating 
a strong economy in our state. It is time to transi-
tion our workforce from fossil fuels to renewable 
energy jobs.”

Boren believes cities should have a stronger role 
in environmental regulation, noting, “I would advo-
cate for local control on environmental regulations 
so that cities can protect neighborhoods and water 
and environment through sensible regulations.”

She also insists environmental issues are busi-
ness issues, and that industry and environment can 
work together. “I would advocate for diversifying 
our economy to advance jobs within solar and wind 
energy and other sustainable industries. I don’t see 
business as an adversary, but I do see that business 
has had unfair influence over environmental policy 
in Oklahoma and that must change.”

What is clear among candidates is that “green” 
does not simply mean protections any longer, nor is 
it merely about “saying no.” Environmentalism now 
equates with a vibrant, forward-looking economy for 
the state of Oklahoma and its citizens. Candidates 
want to see our state move past single-industry 
dominance to assure Oklahoma is positioned for the 
coming decades of energy change.

At the very center of Oklahoma’s overall environ-
mental management, lies the Oklahoma Corporation 
Commission, a state agency responsible for manag-
ing not just railroads and telecommunications, but 
also all of the permitting and regulatory effort over 
the entire energy spectrum – oil and gas exploration, 
along with electricity production and for-profit util-
ity regulation, and renewable energies like wind and 
solar power are managed by a three-person commis-
sion.

In short, it is the one agency that environmental-
ists should be paying attention to, but rarely due 
because of a lack of public outreach and public 
knowledge about the agency’s mission.

So, it is significant that a candidate on the No-
vember ballot has made environmental issues her 
main platform. Democratic candidate Ashley Nicole 
McCray, who holds two masters degrees and is cur-
rently admitted to a PhD program at the University 
of Oklahoma, believes proper management of Okla-
homa’s natural resources is not simply about “being 
green,” but will lead to new economic opportunities, 
improved land quality, and a state capable of sup-
porting a new, long-term vision that assures our 
state thrives for all of its citizens, rather than only 
for a few special interests.

Unlike her opponent, Commissioner Bob Anthony, 

who has received massive corporate donations, often 
from the very companies he is expected to regulate, 
McCray has funded her campaign via grassroots, 
people-centered donations.

As she puts it, “My areas of expertise are political 
economy, industrialization, and the environment. 
And it is with this knowledge that I seek to move 
our state onto a more stable, long-term, equitable 
and just energy platform.”

The most important race facing our state, the elec-
tion of our next governor, paints a very clear picture 
of the basic schism in Oklahoma between those 
who see the importance of environmental protection 
and those who favor what they call a “free market,” 
devoid of regulation and protections for our natural 
resources in an effort to give businesses free reign.

This is the very mentality that Gov. Mary Fallin 
promoted as our state budget collapsed and our 
rural communities were hit with more than 21,000 
earthquakes in the last eight years – earthquakes di-
rectly linked to the practice and process of horizon-
tal hydraulic fracturing and its offshoot “wastewater 
injection disposal.”

Republican candidate Kevin Stitt, who is running 
on a platform of “business first,” stands to continue 
Fallin’s anti-regulation platform, while Democratic 
nominee Drew Edmondson stands on the opposite 
end of the regulation spectrum, fully aware that 
protecting our air, land and water are not “green 
issues,” but people issues, vital to assuring our citi-
zens have a strong, viable future in which to thrive.

As Edmondson puts it, “Anyone who has read 
former Sen. Robert S. Kerr’s book Land, Wood and 
Water, knows that protection of our natural resourc-
es is vital to both economic development and qual-
ity of life. This is especially true of our water. If we 
waste this resource by pollution, our future will be 
bleak, and our future generations will be deprived of 
a great and beautiful heritage.”

What all these candidates, and all the awareness 
among our state educators, points to is that Okla-
homans finally have a choice, and a chance, to join 
Oklahoma’s green wave by making the right choices 
at the ballot box Nov. 6.
Johnson Bridgwater is director of the Oklahoma 
Chapter of the Sierra Club.
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The Education Election
At the VOICE [Voices Organized In Civic Engagement] accountability session Sept. 30 

at OKC’s St. John Missionary Baptist Church, candidates for governor [Democrat Drew 
Edmondson and Libertarian Chris Powell] and state superintendent [incumbent Republican 
Joy Hofmeister, Democrat John Cox and independent Larry Huff] primarily answered 
questions about how they’d strengthen public education and other vital state services. 
Here’s a handy guide based on their answers. For the record, Republican gubernatorial 
nominee Kevin Stitt did not attend the 90-minute session, co-sponsored by The Oklahoma 
Observer and attended by close to 1,000.

GOVERNOR SUPERINTENDENT
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Newsmakers
Series

Join Observer Editor
Arnold Hamilton

for a lively one-hour 
preview of the upcoming

general elections with
longtime House Democratic 

Leader Scott Inman
and UCO Political Science 

Professor John Wood.

Thursday, October 11, 2018
Full Circle Books

1900 Northwest Expressway
Oklahoma City
6:00 - 7:00 p.m.
Admission is free

Light hors d’oeuvres will be served
Wine and beer available for purchase
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Oklahoma will begin to set aside a portion of 
future oil and gas revenues for a new reserve 
fund if voters approve SQ 800 in November.

SQ 800 creates a new trust fund known 
as the Oklahoma Vision Fund in the state Constitu-
tion. Five percent of the collections from the gross 
production tax on oil and gas would be deposited in 
the fund beginning July 1, 2020 [FY 2021], and this 
allocation would increase by two-tenths percentage 
points every year. 

The fund would also consist of investment and in-
come returns and any other appropriations made by 
the Legislature.

As of July 1, 2020, 4% of the average annual princi-
pal amount of the fund over the preceding five years 
would be deposited to the general revenue fund. Up to 
5% cent of the monies in the vision fund could also 
be used for debt obligations issued by the state of 
Oklahoma or local government entities.

The state question made it on the ballot as a leg-
islative referendum following passage of SJR 35 in 
2018. The measure, authored by Senate Minority 
Leader John Sparks and House Speaker Charles Mc-
Call, passed the Senate 42-0 and the Senate 94-3. It 
did not need the Governor’s signature to be placed on 

A Saving Account For Carbon Revenue?
BY DAVID BLATT

Five State Questions, Five Answers

the November ballot.
A companion bill, HB 1401, that changed the statu-

tory allocation of gross production tax revenues and 
made other changes that sought to align statutes 
with the new constitutional language, was vetoed by 
Gov. Fallin.

Oklahoma already has two reserve funds: the Con-
stitutional Reserve Fund, commonly known as the 
Rainy Day Fund, created in the 1980s, and the Rev-
enue Stabilization Fund, created in 2016. The two 
existing funds are designed primarily to build up re-
serves when revenues are growing and stabilize the 
budget in periods of revenue downturns.

By contrast, the new Vision Fund would operate 
more as an endowment that would grow steadily over 
time and would ensure long-term savings from deplet-
ing energy resources. Nine of the 11 states with the 
highest severance revenues already direct a portion 
of those revenues to a permanent fund, according to 
a 2017 study by two researchers at the University of 
Oklahoma, Aimee Franklin and Samuel Moore. Okla-
homa and Louisiana are the only major oil and gas 
states without a permanent fund.

In her veto of the companion legislation to SJR 35, 
Gov. Fallin identified two concerns with the new re-

SQ 793 would give retailers, like 
Walmart and Costco, constitutional 
authority to house optometric services 
and sell glasses. This could benefit con-
sumers, especially in high-poverty and 
rural areas with less access to optomet-
ric services. If it’s truly a win-win for 
consumers, it should be enacted legis-
latively as a statute, which offers more 
flexibility for changes should there be 
unintended consequences.

SQ 794, also known as Marsy’s Law, is 
unnecessary. Oklahoma’s Constitution 
already affords some of the nation’s 
strongest victims’ rights – approved by 
voters 22 years ago. Arguably, crime 
victims could end up with fewer rights 
under Marsy’s Law than they have un-
der the measure approved in 1996.

SQ 798 would require the governor and 
lieutenant governor to run as a ticket, 
like president-vice president, starting in 
2026. This change is cosmetic at best. 
It doesn’t save the state money – it 
just restricts voter choice and gives the 
governor more power. A more mean-
ingful vote would be on eliminating the 
“lite gov” post altogether.

SQ 800 would create a new savings 
account from oil and gas revenues to 
help weather boom-bust cycles. It can’t 
hurt. See David Blatt’s essay above.

SQ 801 would allow schools to use 
building fund revenue for operations. 
This is robbing Peter to pay Paul – a 
gimmick to trick voters into thinking 
more money will get to the classrooms.

The Observer’s quick take on proposed constitutional amendments on the Nov. 6 ballot.
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Beware Voter
Registration Scams

Scammers are preying on your commitment to civ-
ic duty, hoping to con you into giving away personal 
information over the telephone. The FBI and U.S. 
Department of Homeland Security report they are 
investigating a rash of bogus calls offering to register 
people over the phone – which is not allowed.

“Neither election officials nor legitimate voter ad-
vocacy groups will ever offer to register you to vote 
or send you absentee ballots based solely on a phone 
conversation,” says State Election Board Secretary 
Paul Ziriax.

If you receive such a call, you are asked to notify 
the State Election Board at 405.521.2391 as soon as 
possible.

Oklahomans have until Oct. 12 to register and par-
ticipate in the Nov. 6 general election. For registra-
tion information, and click on the “Register to Vote” 
link at the top of the page.

pArtInG tHe red SeA
serve fund. First, she noted that deposits to the Vi-
sion Fund would divert an ever increasing share of 
revenue that is currently dedicated to the state bud-
get and to existing reserve funds. However, the share 
of gross production taxes going to the Vision Fund is 
only 5% initially and, even growing at 0.2 points an-
nually, it would not hit 10% for 25 years.

Her second objection was to the provision allowing 
up to 5% of the fund to be used for debt service pay-
ments for any state or local government entity.

“The state should not be paying for obligations that 
are not its own,” wrote the governor in her veto mes-
sage. Though not mentioned in her veto message, 
there is also no language specifying who would de-

cide, and how money from the Vision Fund is allo-
cated for debt obligations, though this could be ad-
dressed in future legislation.

The precise mechanisms of how money flows into 
and out of the Vision Fund may need to be revisited in 
future years, as well as how the Vision Fund interacts 
with the two other reserve funds.

However, Oklahoma voters will likely agree that set-
ting aside a modest portion of the revenues from en-
ergy production is good stewardship that should al-
low the state to be better prepared for economic and 
energy changes in the decades ahead.
David Blatt is executive director of Oklahoma Policy 
Institute; www.okpolicy.org.

Big Box Eye Care On Ballot
BY DAVID PERRYMAN

How and where Oklahomans receive opto-
metric care and services could soon change 
if SQ 793 passes on Nov. 6, amending the 
state’s Constitution. This state question 

deals with whether optometrists and opticians can 
operate businesses in retail establishments. 

On July 23, Gov. Mary Fallin certified SQ 793 to ap-
pear on the ballot after an initiative petition was sub-
mitted showing 249,451 valid signatures, more than 
double the required 123,725

Current Oklahoma law prohibits optometrists from 
opening practices in commercial settings. It also bars 
retailers from offering prescription eyewear unless it 
represents a majority of their sales. This issue is not 
a new one. Lobbyists of large retailers have for years 
attempted to convince legislators to change the law.

The proponents of the constitutional change who 
are urging Oklahomans to vote “yes” say that the 
amendment will give patients more locations to pur-
chase eye care, glasses and contacts, and that 47 
other states allow some form of marketing of eye care 
and prescription lenses that is not currently allowed 
in Oklahoma.

The “yes” group also claims that thousands of 
Oklahoma residents currently go out of state to pur-
chase eye care and eyewear and that changing this 
law will allow them to purchase these goods and ser-
vices in Oklahoma creating and saving jobs here in 
Oklahoma.

The opponents of the constitutional change who 
are urging Oklahomans to vote “no” adamantly claim 
that SQ 793 is bad for the health of Oklahomans. 
They say that because optometry is a medical profes-
sion and that optometric physicians are health care 
professionals that perform surgeries, diagnose and 
manage chronic eye diseases, and are tasked with de-

tecting potentially life threatening diseases, Oklaho-
ma has correctly chosen not to place medical profes-
sions like optometry in retail settings like Walmart.

The “no” group also claims that big box store mar-
keting places volume above the personal care and 
attention that Oklahoma optometrists give their pa-
tients, and that quality eye care and the diagnosis 
of disease is too important to turn eye care over to 
“Walmart’s Business Model.”

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
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Bells Are Ringing

Sarah was in the fertilized egg business. She 
had several hundred young pullets and 10 roost-
ers to fertilize the eggs. She kept records and 
any rooster not performing went into the soup 
pot and was replaced.

This took a lot of time, so she bought some 
tiny bells and attached them to her roosters. Each 
bell had a different tone, so she could tell from a 
distance which rooster was performing. Now, she 
could sit on the porch and fill out an efficiency 
report by just listening to the bells.

Sarah’s favorite rooster, old Butch, was a very 
fine specimen but, this morning she noticed old 
Butch’s bell hadn’t rung at all! When she went 
to investigate, she saw the other roosters were 
busy chasing pullets, bells-a-ringing, but the pul-
lets hearing the roosters coming, would run for 
cover.

To Sarah’s amazement, old Butch had his bell 
in his beak, so it couldn’t ring. He’d sneak up on 
a pullet, do his job, and walk on to the next one. 
Sarah was so proud of old Butch, she entered 
him in a show and he became an overnight sen-
sation among the judges.

The result was the judges not only award-
ed old Butch the “No Bell Piece Prize” they also 
awarded him the “Pulletsurprise” as well.

Clearly old Butch was a politician in the mak-
ing. Who else but a politician could figure out 
how to win two of the most coveted awards on 
our planet by being the best at sneaking up on 
the unsuspecting populace and screwing them 
when they weren’t paying attention?

Vote carefully in the next election. You can’t 
always hear the bells.

Eye Care
One side says that the additional competition will 

give Oklahomans access to cheaper glasses and the 
other side says inexpensive glasses are already ad-
vertised daily in the state and that it is simply not in 
the public interest to allow a corporation to own a 
doctor’s practice because, then, the corporation will 
tell the doctor how to practice, which contact lenses 
to prescribe and which frames to market.

As of Aug. 1, Oklahoma Ethics Commission records 
showed that the three largest donors to the propo-
nent group were Walmart, Costco and Oklahomans 
for Consumer Freedom who had together made just 
over $100,000 in cash contributions toward passage 
of the measure. 

As of that date, the Ethics Commission showed no 
committee organized in opposition to the measure.

The main web site of the proponents is yeson793.

com and the main 
web site of the 
measure’s oppo-
nents is no793.
com. 

Visit those sites 
to learn more 
about the pros 
and cons of how 
this constitutional 
change might af-
fect you or your 
family.
Chickasha Demo-
crat David Perry-
man represents 
District 56 in the 
Oklahoma House.

Inhofe Doesn’t Deserve Congratulations
BY JEREMY KUZMAROV

The Tulsa World on Sept. 11 heaped praise on 
Sen. Jim Inhofe for being named as chairman 
of the Senate Armed Services Committee fol-
lowing the death of John McCain.

They said Inhofe’s clout was important to Oklaho-
ma. The state houses five military bases, including 
Tinker Air Force Base, and its economy is tied to mili-
tary spending.

The Tulsa World expressed further hope that Inhofe 
would help his hometown by securing rights for F-35 
jets flying out of the Oklahoma National Guard base 
to land at Tulsa International Airport.

According to the Tulsa World, Inhofe “remembers 

the people back home” and “is willing to use his 
clout to protect their interests.”

While Inhofe’s civic mindedness and care for the 
people back home may be admirable, is it really in 
our interest to have our economy dependent on the 
military and to have the main purpose of our senior 
senator to further this dependence?

Especially at a time when we are at war officially 
and unofficially in countries that do not threaten our 
national security in any way?

And is it really in our interest to be known as a 
hub for landing F-35 jets, which longtime Pentagon 
analyst and insider Pierre Sprey characterized as “an 
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inherently terrible airplane.”
After reading their editorial, I am left to wonder if 

the Tulsa World’s editors ever heard of Dwight Eisen-
hower’s warning about the military industrial com-
plex? If not, maybe they should look it up on Google.

In a courageous speech marking the end of his 
presidency, the famed World War II commander had 
the integrity to acknowledge the overemphasis on 
military spending on his own administration.

He said that every dollar spent on the military was a 
dollar taken away from funding for education and so-
cial programs to benefit society; and that the growth 
of military power would destroy democracy.

The Tulsa World’s editors should also Google Sey-
mour Melman and order up one of his books on Ama-
zon.com.

Melman was a great economist from Columbia Uni-
versity who showed how government investment in 
the military and military-related industries was par-
asitic since it did not fuel spin off industries and 
broader economic growth.

The United States, according to Melman, had taken 
on features of a Third World country, including de-
caying infrastructure and high poverty rates, and was 
in decline as a manufacturing power, because of over-
investment in the military.

Richard Barnet in a 1969 book aptly wrote: “The 
economy of life in America has been starved to feed 
the economy of death. The American people are de-
voting more resources to the war machine than is 
spent by all federal, state, and local governments on 
health and hospitals, education, old age and retire-
ment benefits, public assistance and relief, unem-
ployment, and social security, housing and commu-
nity development, and the support of agriculture. Out 
of every tax dollar there is about 11 cents left to build 
American society.”

These words resonate in 2018 when the Trump Ad-
ministration, with backing from people like Inhofe 
along with leading Democrats, approved a $717 bil-
lion defense budget.  

The defense bill passed both houses despite the 
fact that American education is in crisis, the middle 
class is in decline, social services are being starved 
and cities are so budget-strapped they cannot afford 
to provide proper public transportation for their resi-
dents.

The Tulsa World claims to be a voice for the people 
of Tulsa and occasionally offers a sensible perspec-
tive.

However, just because Inhofe is from Oklahoma 
and has risen in the ranks does not mean he has our 
best interests in mind.

Quite the contrary if we consider not only his sup-
port for fiscal austerity combined with endless wars 
overseas, but also his prominence in the climate 
change denial movement.
Jeremy Kuzmarov teaches at Tulsa Community Col-
lege and is author of three books on U.S. foreign pol-
icy, including most recently, The Russians are Com-
ing, Again: The First Cold War as Tragedy, the Second 
as Farce [New York: Monthly Review Press, 2018]. 
Photo: U.S. Senate.

The Tragedy Of Stilwell, Oklahoma
BY BOB JACKMAN

CONTINUED ON PAGE 42

Life is factually very short in Stilwell, OK. For 
a longer life, move 10 miles east to Evans-
ville, AR, and odds are your family will live 
22.5 years longer – to the national average of 

78.8 years!
The National Association of Public Health recently 

calculated life expectancy and found Stilwell resi-
dents have lowest – 56.2 years – in the entire U.S.

That got lots of elected state officials red-faced at-
tention – and not much outside-the-box thinking 
about the causes of the Adair County seat’s poverty 

and health issues.
Many elected officials either blame it on Stilwell res-

idents’ “bad lifestyle,” without asking deeper ques-
tions, or remain indifferent, their giant flat screen 
TVs locked on football and car dealers ads – “I want 
to sell you a new car!”

There are immediate promises to double the size 
of the Stilwell Health Clinic or establish new medical 
facilities – both laudatory goals. Yet nothing is heard 
about proactive steps for a full-science-court press 
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Alarms Sounding Over
State’s Veterans Care System

BY JAN NEW

In FY 2016 Oklahoma had 306,074 veterans – 
10.26% of the adult population. Of this group, 
135,781 [44%] were age 65 and over. More than 
93,000 living in Oklahoma’s 77 counties receive 

disability compensation.
Approximately 35% of Oklahoma’s veterans are 

Vietnam Era, and 26% are Gulf War Era veterans and 
will use VA and non-VA health benefits. Some will use 
VA as their primary source of health care. [National 
Center for Veterans Analysis and Statistics]

While the overall number of Oklahoma veterans is 
projected to decline to 219,000 by 2045, the number 
of Oklahoma veterans from the two Gulf Wars will 
increase until 2030. They will need yet more costly 
VA health care services, creating a pressing need to 
understand both current and future health care com-
mitments.

On Aug. 1, Oklahoma’s State Auditor and Inspec-
tor released a 68-page Special Audit of the Oklahoma 
Department of Veterans Affairs [ODVA] covering the 
period July 1, 2014 through June 30, 2017.

The audit was undertaken at the request of Okla-
homa’s Attorney General and included nearly 30 top-
ics – “from budgeting and financial issues to staffing, 

capital projects, vet center operations, and resident 
care to overall issues of management attitude and 
communications within the agency.”

From the onset of audit activities, veterans centers 
and other agency employees were reported as hesi-
tant to cooperate with the audit. In a later Auditor’s 
survey, more than half of the respondents reported 
fear of firing and retaliation, being watched, feeling 
intimidated and “cut off” from each other, other cen-
ters, and Oklahoma Veterans Commissioners, receiv-
ing unclear directives, and perceiving favoritism and 
bias in staffing.

The audit cited elimination of the business man-
ager position at each of the veterans centers coupled 
with the “dismantling of the business offices and 
consolidation of responsibilities within the central 
office” as events increasing the difficulty of the audit.

On Aug. 4, the Oklahoman reported that Veterans 
Affairs had dropped 481 employees over the last 
two years [from 2,163 to 1,682] and that the Okla-
homa Public Employees Association had expressed 
concern about “contracting out care of our veterans 
to private entities” with uncertainty about contract 
oversight. 
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While agency management argued cuts in staffing 
and services were due to a decline in state appropri-
ations, the federal portion of the agency budget in-
creased during the same period.

Auditors also noted that in recent years laboratory 
services at the veterans centers were outsourced, 
and in August the Oklahoman reported ODVA had 
outsourced x-ray services, formerly available within 
the seven veterans centers, to a sitting state senator 
– raising questions about legality of the contract.

Anecdotally, family members of Veterans Center 
residents have expressed concern for staffing short-
ages, turnover, and a declining standard of care. One 
unnamed employee told auditors that the number of 
deaths had “increased substantially in recent months 
due to … cuts to medical staff” and changes in health 
care practice directives.

This writer heard corroborative stories directly 
from vets residing in a vet center and from family 
members.

The audit also includes a separate 15-page section 
on the proposed relocation of the Talihina Veterans 
Center – a story that is complex and disheartening. 
It is filled with the difficulties of failed facilities man-
agement, staff turnover, resignations, terminations, 
and labor pool questions.

Legislative and VA commissioners’ concerns led to 
consideration by the Legislature of two bills to relo-
cate the Talihina Veterans Center – SB 544 in 2017 
which failed to pass and HB 3042 in 2018 which 
passed and was signed. In mid-August 2018, two rep-
resentatives who authored these bills were among 
legislators signing a letter to the auditor claiming 
bias in its preparation while not addressing any spe-
cific findings.

Despite the controversy and reported disregard 
for the findings of the audit, the Oklahoma Veterans 
Commission “offered words of encouragement to the 
embattled agency head” and subsequently “voted 
unanimously to continue with the relocation of the 
Talihina Veterans Center.”

The 2018 enabling legislation authorized $35 mil-
lion in bonds for relocation of the Talihina Center; 
ODVA anticipates about $23 million needed for con-
struction. In late September the commission received 
relocation proposals from Muskogee, Sallisaw, and 
Poteau, although McAlester, Hugo, and Holdenville 
also expressed initial interest.

The Oklahoma Veterans Commission is the con-
trolling board for ODVA and consists of nine mem-
bers appointed by the governor with the advice and 
consent of the Senate to serve three-year terms. Six 
are selected from veterans service organizations, and 
three are selected at large.

Gov. Mary Fallin recently announced that results of 
an earlier bipartisan initiative “to develop a compre-
hensive health care access and delivery program for 
state veterans” has resulted in a report and proposed 
program referred to as the Oklahoma Veterans Pilot 
Program. Oklahoma will now seek $250 million from 

the U.S. Veterans Administration to support a 3-year 
pilot program with goals of [1] more timely appoint-
ments, [2] access to an increased number of primary 
care providers and specialists covering areas of men-
tal health, home health, nursing care, rehabilitative 
care, and [3] coordinated access to physicians and 
lab, pharmacy, and telehealth services. 

The audit prepared by the State Auditor and Inspec-
tor was prepared under the most adverse circum-
stances. No audit – financial or performance – can 
be accomplished without the complete and uncon-
strained cooperation of program management and 
staff.

The organizational climate described in this audit 
is disturbing, particularly when words and phrases 
like hostile environment, fear, intimidation, reprisal, 
favoritism, disparate treatment, belittling or demean-
ing behavior, devalued efforts, and failure to commu-
nicate repeatedly appears in employee surveys.

Use of these words calls into question the compe-
tency of management and does not reflect an image of 
public service or good government.

Worse yet, it debases efforts to serve a population 
that clearly needs our help and deserves better.

Harassment that a reasonable person would con-
sider intimidating, hostile, or abusive violates Title 
VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; the Age Discrimi-
nation in Employment Act of 1967 [ADEA]; and the 
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 [ADA]. Fur-
ther, in U.S. Labor law, disparate treatment is also 
unlawful discrimination under Title VII.

VA Commissioners should not dismiss these 
claims. Absent corrective action, these workplace 
problems could result in withdrawal of federal funds.

Accommodating health care needs associated with 
the changing demographics of Gulf War veterans 
while maintaining the quality of existing services will 
require difficult decisions that ODVA and Oklahoma 
legislators are beginning to tackle; these decisions 
include a complete reassessment of current program 
assets and infrastructure; identification of health 
services needed; and a determination of alternative 
ways of delivering services to veterans in 77 counties.

Isolated facility decisions in advance of a possible 
Oklahoma Veterans Pilot Program and the election of 
a new governor may be premature, as suggested by 
gubernatorial candidate Drew Edmondson, himself a 
veteran. 

Regardless, the Special Audit concludes accurate-
ly that there is a need to provide quality health care 
services at the state’s veterans centers as program 
changes are planned and implemented. Anything less 
is unacceptable to veterans and their families and 
compromises ODVA’s mission: “Providing the High-
est Quality Support and Care Available in the Nation”

Remember to vote Nov. 6. Your vote matters.
Jan New is a retired public administrator for munici-
pal, state, and federal programs, private industry, 
and national trade association program develop-
ment.
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State Missing Opportunities To Give
Young Parents, Kids A Boost

BY GENE PERRY

The first years of adulthood are a crucial time 
in anyone’s life. Many Oklahomans ages 18 
to 24 are taking their first steps toward in-
dependence, whether they’re in college or 

just entering the workforce. These are also key years 
for brain development and learning critical decision-
making skills.

When these young people are also new parents, 
these two most sensitive stages in development coin-
cide. By targeting investment and support to families 
at this stage of their lives, we have an opportunity to 
strengthen multiple generations of Oklahomans.

Unfortunately, Oklahoma’s 62,000 young adult par-
ents face hurdles to support their children and fulfill 
their own potential, according to Opening Doors for 
Young Parents, the latest KIDS COUNT® policy re-
port from the Annie E. Casey Foundation.

The 50-state report reveals that, at 18%, Oklahoma 
is well above the national average [10%] of residents 
age 18 to 24 who are also parents. These families 
have limited access to opportunities to advance their 

education and find family-sustaining jobs.
The report finds that about 66,000 children in Okla-

homa have young parents ages 18 to 24. Nearly three-
fourths [74%] of these children live in low-income 
families, which is above the national average [69%]. 
Only 8% of Oklahoma’s young parents have complet-
ed an associate’s degree or higher, and 47% of Okla-
homa’s young parents are people of color, facing chal-
lenges exacerbated by discrimination and systemic 
inequities, with their children standing to suffer the 
most.

Opening Doors for Young Parents illuminates the 
most common obstacles young adult parents face, 
including incomplete education, lack of family-sus-
taining employment opportunities, lack of access to 
quality child care, inadequate and unstable housing, 
and financial insecurity.

These barriers threaten not only these young 
adults, but also their children, setting off a chain of 
diminished opportunities for two generations. But 
the report includes recommendations for addressing 
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the obstacles that young parents face.
These include pairing workforce education and 

training programs with child care and housing assis-
tance; providing child care to student parents on col-
lege campuses; reducing or eliminating loan or debt 
collection penalties that keep young parents from 
working; investing in proven maternal health and 
home visiting programs; providing career and educa-
tional opportunities to young parents who are them-
selves in foster care; and more.

Oklahoma should also reverse course on the plan to 
take away Medicaid health benefits from parents who 
don’t meet strict work and reporting requirements, 
which will have the greatest harmful impact on our 
state’s young parents at one of the most vulnerable 
times in they and their children’s lives.

Instead, the state should accept federal dollars to 
expand health coverage and make sure these families 
can access the doctors and treatments they need to 

be healthy and financially stable.
The Casey Foundation stresses the importance of a 

two-generation approach to equip young parents for 
success.

“If we don’t support young people when they be-
come parents, we are cheating two generations out of 
having a positive future,” warned Casey Foundation 
President and CEO Patrick McCarthy.

“We can help young adult parents develop the skills 
they need to raise their children, contribute to their 
communities, and drive our national economy for-
ward.”

We must do better to give Oklahoma’s young par-
ents a path to success, or else we will continue to fall 
further behind the nation on poverty, on incarcera-
tion, and on many other social problems.
Gene Perry is director of strategy and communica-
tions for Oklahoma Policy Institute; www.okpolicy.
org.

Cherokee Nation Taking Steps
To Protect Environment

BY BILL JOHN BAKER

Cherokee Nation is the first tribal government in 
America to organize a conservation area to protect 
an endangered species, the American Burying Bee-
tle. We collaborated with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service to designate land at the National Cherokee 
Nation Park, located on Sallisaw Creek in Sequoyah 
County, as a place to preserve this species.

The terrain of the area is a natural habitat for the 
beetle, which has been on the federal Endangered 
Species List in 1989 and exists today in only four 
states: Oklahoma, Arkansas, Nebraska and Rhode 
Island. The agreement will limit development on the 
site for the next 10 years and will enable the beetle 
population to thrive. 

Wildlife experts consider the beetles valuable to 
the local ecosystem because they return essential 
nutrients to the soil.

The preservation designation, the first collabora-
tion of its kind between federal and tribal govern-
ment partners, will not interrupt recreational activi-
ties at the park, and just as importantly, it will also 
help keep road construction projects and business 
development efforts moving forward in the future.

We strive to balance our critical role as environ-
mental stewards and as a key economic driver in 
northeast Oklahoma. Performing endangered spe-
cies surveys has been known to delay and even halt 
development work, but this conservation easement 
creates a way for growth to continue without endan-
gering the beetle.

This endeavor, spearheaded by our dedicated staff 
in the office of the Secretary of Natural Resources, 

is just one example of Cherokee Nation leading the 
way in Indian Country. Another example of how we 
set trends locally, here in Oklahoma, is a recent 
partnership we created with the state of Oklahoma.

The formation of the Coordinating Council on 
Poultry Growth will enable the tribe and state to 
study the expansion of poultry production and its 
impact on rural communities and citizens in north-
east Oklahoma.

In addition to the tribe and the state being at the 
table, the council will also engage other state agen-
cies, scientific researchers, agricultural experts and 
community stakeholders to improve communication 
and access to information. The council will include 
staff from Oklahoma’s Department of Food, Forestry 
and Agriculture, the Oklahoma Water Resources 
Board, the Grand River Dam Authority, and the Okla-
homa Conservation Commission.

These kinds of state panels have been coordinated 
in the past for other complicated issues, but there 
has never been one jointly created with one of Okla-
homa’s federally recognized tribes. This is another 
first for the Cherokee Nation, and I am proud we are 
continuing to lead the way in these environmental 
protection efforts.

Smart business development, combined with natu-
ral resource conservation and protection, means 
Cherokee Nation is playing its leadership role in 
building a smarter and more sustainable model for 
future generations of Oklahomans.
Bill John Baker is principal chief of the Cherokee 
Nation.
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Eye Upon The Prize
BY PAUL CARTLEDGE

The Republican do-or-die push to install Brett 
Kavanaugh on the U.S. Supreme Court is not being 
fueled by any deep held right to life convictions on 
the part of Republicans. Nor is demagogue-in-chief 
Mitch McConnel swayed by Kavanaugh’s position 
that a sitting president cannot be investigated.

Kavanaugh is an important key to advancing and 
locking in the plutocracy.  Kavanaugh has a stellar 
history from the bench of favoring corporate rights 
over the rights of individuals.

Kavanaugh and Neil Gorsuch together will form 
the leadership of a dream team that for decades to 
come will work to solidify the court ruling in Citi-
zens United. This is a major priority of the Kochs, 
the Waltons and a host of other billionaires who 
have invested decades of work and untold millions 
in their push to ensure that money – their money – 
controls the government of these United States of 
America.

The election of President Donald Trump has 

thrown a vexing wrinkle into the oligarch’s game 
plan. He has indeed proved to be a useful idiot by 
touting the virtues of and signing into law their 
mammoth tax cuts. Trump also readily forwards 
judicial nominations vetted by the alt-right, Koch-
backed, Federalist Society, including Gorsuch, Kava-
naugh and a plethora of lower court nominees.

When then Secretary of State Rex Tillerson pub-
licly pronounced his view that President Trump 
is a “f%#@ing moron,” the intended audience was 
the billionaire clack. A truly successful plutocracy 
needs to function under an autocratic government. 
Tillerson moves among the highest ranks of the cor-
porate elite, so when he says that Trump is a moron, 
he is saying this is not someone to put in power as 
an autocrat.

McConnel brashly proclaimed that, sexual mis-
conduct claims not-withstanding, Kavanaugh will be 
seated on the Supreme Court. Republicans are well 
aware that their support of Kavanaugh is stirring 
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women to go and vote for Democrats for Congress. 
Republicans know they are likely to lose control of 
the House of Representatives in the mid-term elec-
tions.  McConnel is aware that Republican handling 
of the sexual misconduct claims against Kavanaugh 
could well place the Senate in play for Democrat 
control.

McConnel must view these temporary setbacks of 
the push to plutocracy as worth the price of having 
the Supreme Court on their side.

Democratic control of the House and Senate would 
ensure deep problems for President Trump. But 
trouble for Trump could also be a pleasing prospect 
for the oligarchs. It wouldn’t be all bad to let the 
Democrats dispose of the moron.  Once they have 
the Supreme Court locked in, the oligarchs will be-
lieve the success of their push to a full plutocracy is 
all but certain.
Durant resident Paul Cartledge is chair of the 
Bryan County Democratic Party.

Objecting To
Objectification
BY GARY EDMONDSON

He misunderstood me.
He was a professor, a politician and a pal for about 

a dozen years – and evidentially a predator. I hesitate 
to cite his example since he can no longer defend 
himself – even if his first defense proved the case 
against him.

He made no secret that the aphrodisiac of power 
was one of the reasons he had entered politics.

This predilection of his was about the only thing 
we disagreed on. In the course of political or philo-
sophical discussions, I chided him about his morals 
and he smirked at my naiveté.

When a part-time co-worker and college student 
told me that one of her friends had traded sex for a 
passing grade, I broached the subject with him.

The next time I saw him, he reported triumphantly 
that he had checked his old grade books and that 
said co-worker had never taken his class. Thus, by 
misunderstanding me, he had shown that his behav-
ior was such that he could not remember all of his 
victims.

We never had much to say to each other after that. 
I guess he was as content with his “proof” as I was 
saddened by his revelation.

He misunderstood me. I understood him all too 
well.

Trying to understand the motives of predators puts 
us on a slippery slope toward acceptance, even if 
not approval, of their bad behavior. There is a false 
sense of inevitability where deterministic behavior-
ists, lay and religious, see no other possible out-
come for the situation.

But everything appears inevitable looking back-
wards. A non-existent future provides infinite pos-
sibilities.

Another disturbing part of trying to understand 
sociopaths is the realization that we share a human 
brain with them, one as capable of self-justifications 
for our behavior even if it doesn’t reach their level 
villainy.

Our aside aside, a lesson we can glean from my 
pal’s bad behavior is how little the victims mean to 
the perpetrators. They are objects; not I/thou equals. 
They do not matter.

So, when a president or Supreme Court nominee 
claims a poor memory when his alleged assaults are 
brought to light, it means that he has a hard time 
distinguishing one victim, one incident from the 
next – because the perp’s life is all about himself, 
satisfying his lusts for power and domination. Sex is 
the weapon, not the motive.

The victims’ memories are much clearer. What is 
a passing exhibition of self-entitled privilege to the 
perp becomes a debasing, dehumanizing nightmare 
for the victim. We do prefer to be treated as human 
beings, not objects.

And, of course, it is that same objectification that 
victims of sexual assaults face when they speak out 
against their attackers: objects of scorn; objects of 
derision; objects to be doubted by those who join 
the attacker in objectifying – if not downright blam-
ing – the victim.

The #WhyIDidntReport response to our predatory 
president explains the situation.

A literary example of the narcissistic mind of the 
predator turns up in Lonesome Dove.

Just before hanging his old pal Jake Spoon, Au-
gustus walks over to him:

“Jake, you might like to know that I got Lorie 
back,” he said.

“Who?” Jake asked.
Duncan resident Gary Edmondson is chair of the 
Stephens County Democratic Party. More of his es-
says can be found at okobserver.org.
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‘You Can’t
Change
History’
BY BOB DARCY

There is always a fuss over 
changing building names or 
removing statues.  “You can’t 
change history!” The state-

ment appears unassailable. Neverthe-
less, the argument “You can’t change 
history” is fundamentally flawed.

All areas of human knowledge 
change. My 1894 Britannica holds an 
“atom is a body that cannot be cut in 
two.” My 1929 Britannica tells us “ ... 
only 92 elements up to the heaviest, 
uranium, can possibly exist.” Today, 
the atom has been split and we have 
118 elements.

Even our Bibles change. The old 
Vulgate has Daniel 12:4 “ ...  Many 
shall pass over, and knowledge shall 
be manifold.” The New American Bi-
ble Revised Edition offers “ ... many 
shall wander aimlessly and evil shall 
increase.”

All science is essentially a narrative 
tying together a myriad of facts. New 
discoveries and changed perspective 
force narrative alteration. The Amer-
ican historical narrative was chal-
lenged when “What about women?”, 
“What about ordinary lives?”, “Do 
gays have a story?” and “What about 
non-whites?” were asked.

In 1934 Congress and the president 
went along with demands of Italian 
Americans and Catholics. Oct. 12, 
Columbus Day, became a national 
holiday.  An Italian Catholic entered 
the formerly Anglo-Saxon Protestant 
American pantheon. Anti-immigration 
and anti-Catholic groups lost that one.

These days Native Americans and 
their sympathizers are against hon-
oring Columbus. If they get their way 
Oct. 12 will become “Indigenous Peo-

ple’s Day.”  The narrative shifted from a noble Columbus holding out 
a cross while furtive savages peek through bushes to the disease, 
slavery, genocide and cultural destruction following Columbus.

The past has not changed. Our understanding has.
Each generation is free to create its monuments. In 1933 Yale Uni-

versity named its new college after 1804 alum, Senator, Vice-Presi-
dent, leading American political theorist John C. Calhoun. The name 
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was chosen to provide inspiration for Yale’s white 
male undergraduates.

However, Calhoun was not merely a slave-owner, he 
was a leading defender of slavery as best that could 
be done with the African race. He was the theorist of 
States Rights and state nullification of federal law. In 
his day Calhoun was a giant.

The Civil War and civil rights movement discredited 
his ideas. Faculty, alumni and students agitated to 
remove Calhoun’s name. Yale President Peter Salovey 
in 2006 announced there would be no change. Cal-
houn was a man of great accomplishment, “We can-
not erase history ... ”

Nevertheless, the next year Calhoun College be-
came Grace Hopper College.   Admiral Hopper was a 
Yale PhD computer scientist. Yale chose to turn its 
spotlight from Calhoun to a woman whose life held 
different lessons for the now co-educational and 
multi-racial undergraduates. Yes, Calhoun is still 

asked his name be removed. The regents admitted 
Murray was colorful, even controversial, but fell back 
on “You can’t change history.”

Regents could change the name any time they 
wished – just like the Tulsa School Board did the Rob-
ert E. Lee School; just like Stillwater’s school board 
changed C.E. Donart to Stillwater High School; just 
like the OSU Regents de-named Lewis Field in favor 
of Boone Pickens Stadium; just like West McGeorge 
Avenue became Hall of Fame; just like OSU’s North 
Hall became North Murray; just like OAMC became 
OSU.

Their OSU education failed our regents. On the sub-
ject of Murray Hall and North Murray they could not 
get beyond “You can’t change history.”
Bob Darcy is a retired Oklahoma State University 
political science and statistics professor.
Poster Illustration: Thomas Craig/ResearchGate.
com.

in thousands of Sterling Library 
books and history syllabi. But Ad-
miral Grace Hooper inspires.

At Oklahoma State University 
we have two adjacent buildings 
named for William “Alfalfa Bill” 
Murray. In his favor, Murray was 
president of the state’s Consti-
tutional Convention, first House 
Speaker, member of Congress and 
governor. But Murray was also an 
anti-Semite, as late as 1948 advo-
cating deporting American Jews 
to Madagascar.

In state politics he was an in-
flammatory racist. In office Mur-
ray acted on his African American 
inferiority beliefs. He legislated 
school segregation. He held Af-
rican Americans had no place in 
public life, especially voting. He 
opposed the New Deal and saw a 
Nazi victory in Europe as Oklaho-
ma’s opportunity.

He saw no point in teaching 
liberal arts at Oklahoma Agricul-
tural and Mechanical College. He 
wreaked havoc with OAMC text-
books and did his best to politi-
cize the school. When some New 
Deal money became available to 
build a dorm Gov. Murray blocked 
it. OAMC successfully appealed to 
his vanity by offering to name one 
of the nation’s largest residence 
halls for him.

A few years ago some students 
and faculty figured who Murray 
was. They were appalled. The 
name must be changed! The Stu-
dent Senate and Faculty Council 
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In Dallas, Four Women Judges 
Work To Break School-Prison Pipeline

BY J. GABRIEL WARE

One hundred teenagers pack into a court-
room at a Dallas District Court. But the 
teens aren’t in legal trouble. They are par-
ticipating in an after-school program aimed 

at keeping them out of the criminal justice system.
Some reluctant teens are unengaged, fiddling with 

their cellphones. One distracted student suspects 
his girlfriend is flirting with a guy in another group. 
He charges across the courtroom. “I’m going to kill 
you,” he yells before he puts her in a headlock. The 
bailiff intervenes, catching a punch to the face. The 
students watch transfixed as a fierce scuffle ensues 

between the bailiff and the teen before eventually the 
disruptive student is arrested and taken away.

“He just racked up four or five charges in a manner 
of seconds,” Judge Stephanie Mitchell announces. 
“It really happens that fast in real life.”

The students find out the courtroom brawl was an 
act, an opening-day skit carried out by the bailiff and 
two local actors. The skit was created by Mitchell and 
three other judges, Amber Givens-Davis, Lisa Green, 
and Shequitta Kelly to kick off this four-month-long 
youth mentoring program, Pipeline to Possibilities.

The judges in partnership with the Dallas Indepen-

PREVENTITIVE CARE
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dent School District and local churches are giving 
middle and high school students living in neighbor-
hoods with high incarceration rates a different view 
of the criminal justice system with the goal of break-
ing the school-to-prison pipeline.

THE PIPELINE
This pipeline is the phenomenon in which schools’ 

zero-tolerance policies have been found to dispro-
portionately affect children of color and increase the 
likelihood of them being incarcerated. In 2005, the 
Public Policy Research Institute at Texas A&M Uni-
versity concluded that black and Hispanic males with 
a history of disciplinary involvement at school were 
most at risk of being incarcerated.

Most of the students recruited for Pipeline to Pos-
sibilities live or attend schools in South Dallas, a 
low-income section where residents are overrepre-
sented in state prisons. In 2013, Stand for Children, 
a national nonprofit, found that the largest number of 
Texas prison inmates from Dallas County contained 
more than 3,100 prisoners from 10 ZIP codes – all 
except one of those ZIP codes are in South Dallas.

Francheska Johnson, 18, a recent graduate of Lin-
coln High School in South Dallas, says suspensions 
were common.

“I know 20 to 30 people who were either suspended 
or sent to an alternative school during my four years 
in high school,” Johnson says, who participated in 
the Possibilities program. “I know that [the school-
to-prison pipeline] exists, but it’s also a two-way 
street.” The schools can’t be completely responsible 
for disciplining the students, she says.

Johnson’s mentor, Bernadette Nutall, a former rep-
resentative of the Dallas Independent School District 
school board, says students have a lot of temptations 
to go down the wrong path, including poverty, crime, 
peer pressure and lack of resources and support at 
home and at school.

“Our students are smart, but they lack opportu-
nity,” Nutall says. “And one little dumb mistake can 
cost you your whole life.”

The school-to-prison pipeline can start as early as 
preschool, stemming from teachers’ biased attitudes, 
according to a 2016 Yale University study. The study 
found that preschool teachers expect their black stu-
dents, especially black boys, to misbehave more so 
than their white students. That same year, the U.S. 
Department of Education Office of Civil Rights report-
ed that, from kindergarten through 12th grade, black 
students are almost four times more likely to be sus-
pended than White students.

Last year, legislation passed in Texas that bans pub-
lic schools from suspending third graders or younger 
– with some exceptions for violent behavior, bringing 
a weapon onto school property or dealing drugs or 
alcohol.

But in the higher grades, Judges Mitchell, Givens-
Davis, Green, and Kelly, who preside over a mix of 
misdemeanor and felony cases, have their work cut 
out for them.

Each was frustrated with the revolving door of 
young offenders in and out of their courtrooms. But 
the 2016 documentary 13th, which explores racial in-
equality and the mass incarceration of black people, 
inspired them to create a prevention program instead 
of addressing the problem in their courtrooms case 
by case.

“Knowledge is power, and maybe if they knew more 
about the criminal justice system, they wouldn’t find 
themselves on that side of the bench,” Givens-Davis 
says. “Maybe they would be on the bench as a judge 
or an attorney in the courtroom or a probation officer 
or a sheriff’s officer.”

The judges wanted to create a program that would 
help youth navigate the roadblocks they similarly 
faced growing up. For Judge Kelly, whose father was 
killed when she was young, those barriers were com-
pounded. She grew up with limited resources, and her 
family struggled with a history of substance abuse. 
She eventually became a teen mother.

“I got pregnant when I was a teen, and felt like a lot 
of people in society had turned their back on me,” 
Kelly says. “So, I decided long ago that whenever I get 
in the position where I can give back and help pave 
the way, I would do that.”

THE POSSIBILITIES
Pipeline to Possibilities launched in the winter 

2017. Each season begins with a new cohort and co-
incides with the start of the school semester. The 
judges fund the program with their own money, in-
cluding the provision of workbooks and supplemen-
tal materials. They meet with the students once a 
month over the course of four months.

The curriculum typically builds from the opening 
skit. Students are asked to name all the possible 
crimes committed by the jealous boyfriend: terroris-
tic threats, assault, assault on a public official and 
resisting arrest. They are shown every step of the 
criminal justice process from arraignment and bail 
hearing to a mock trial where the students deliberate 
as jurors and decide the jealous boyfriend’s fate.

The best part for Givens-Davis is watching the stu-
dents weigh the options of the “case.”

“We would throw in a few unrelated charges to see if 
they are paying attention,” she says. “And I’m wowed 
when I see them point out those irrelevant charges 
and cite penal codes and say, ‘Those charges don’t 
apply to this case.’”

But the decision was easy for Johnson.
“He choked his girlfriend, punched the bailiff – it 

was nothing I could do for him – Guilty,” she said.
Criminal justice is not the only focus of the pro-

gram. The judges discuss making healthy life choices 
and maintaining a positive image with the students. 
They bring in professionals to talk with them about 
their health, their appearance, and about appropri-
ate social media behavior. Johnson says that session 
was her favorite because she watched many of her 
male friends learn how to tie a tie for the first time.

The program ends with a college fair and celebra-
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tion, which the judges call College Explosion.
Jamila Thomas, director of Dallas Independent 

School District’s Racial Equity Office, has been work-
ing with the judges since the project’s conception in 
2016. 

Now Thomas and her team are prepping to research 
the success of the program.

“The program is still relatively new, so we can’t 
measure the success of [it] right now, like if these 
students would be less likely to go through the crimi-
nal justice system or if the program would drop the 
recidivism rate,” Thomas says. “But anecdotally, the 
information the students are receiving goes a long 
way.”

Johnson is now in her first semester at Clark Atlan-
ta University, and though she considered going into 

criminal justice after going through Pipeline to Pos-
sibilities, she decided to stick with her first choice, 
Mass Media Arts. But she’s thankful for the judges.

“I think it’s amazing that [the judges] are coming 
into the schools,  Johnson says. “Like I said, it’s a 
two-way street, but no one [else] is really coming in 
to figure out what’s really going on in the schools 
– why aren’t they graduating as many kids as they 
should be and what is happening to [them] after high 
school.”

Beginning the 2018-19 school year, the program will 
be extended to six months. The judges are planning 
for an eventual expansion into a national nonprofit.
J. Gabriel Ware is a reporting intern at YES! Maga-
zine.
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The Silly Debate About Socialism
BY FROMA HARROP

What’s with all this socialism business? A hand-
ful of lefty candidates are calling themselves social-
ists without a single radical socialistic item on their 
promise lists. They seem to have little idea of what 
socialism is. And most of the conservatives talking 
back to them don’t seem to know, either.

Simply put, socialism is a system whereby the 
state owns the means of production. In capitalism, 
the means of production are privately owned. Would 
someone kindly tell us which companies Bernie 
Sanders would nationalize, starting with Bernie 
Sanders?

“Spreading the wealth” is not socialism. Sweden 
and other Scandinavian countries that Sanders 
habitually holds up as models to emulate are capi-
talistic powerhouses. They’re not taking the means 
of production away from the private owners. They’re 
just taxing wealth and using the proceeds to fund 
their plush social safety nets.

Most of our retirees would throw a revolution if 
someone threatened their Medicare benefits. But 
many have no problem accusing others wanting 
subsidized health care of committing crimes against 
capitalism. And yes, Medicare is a taxpayer sub-
sidy, a redistribution of wealth. Payroll taxes and 
premiums account for only about half of its spend-
ing. Over 40% comes from general revenues, mainly 
income taxes.

But everyone can rest assured that Medicare is not 
socialized medicine. The doctors and hospitals work 
for themselves. Medicare is socialized insurance.

The right likes to mock the left’s calls for “free 
stuff,” such as free college education, free health 
care and so forth. My main objection to “free stuff” 
is calling it “free.” Someone is paying for it.

It does not follow, however, that such proposals 
as helping students attend a community college 

or trade school would be a bad thing. Our society 
decided long ago that education through the 12th 
grade is a public good. Towns and cities don’t di-
rectly bill parents for the third grade. With good jobs 
requiring ever more complex skills, it makes sense 
to fold at least some post-high-school training into 
the category of basic education.

Arguments over big government vs. small govern-
ment are pretty meaningless. We have what’s called 
a mixed economy – a system combining private and 
public enterprise. We ask the government to provide 
the socially desired goods and services that the pri-
vate sector won’t.

A privately run company would not deliver a letter 
to a farmhouse a quarter-mile from the road for the 
same amount [currently 49 cents] it charges in the 
city. In 1896, Congress required that what is now 
the U.S. Postal Service do just that.

Coming full circle back to health care, before 
Medicare, many older Americans faced unnecessary 
death and suffering for lack of medical care. For pri-
vate insurers, covering people with expensive condi-
tions or sure to develop them – at premiums ordi-
nary people could afford – was not deemed a sound 
business model.

Thus, Medicare was created in 1965, though 
not before the American Medical Association con-
demned it as “creeping socialism.” By the way, 
“Medicare for all” would be no more socialistic than 
Medicare only for those 65 or older.

On the left, calling oneself a socialist has become 
something of a pose, and I wish such individuals 
would desist. 

For one thing, they’re obviously not socialists. [A 
mandated $15 minimum wage is not socialism. It’s 
a labor regulation.] And for another, “socialism” 
sounds scary to many Americans who would other-
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wise embrace universal coverage, more money for 
education and a lot of other changes progressives 
are calling for.

No one’s been made the commissar of terminol-
ogy, but I do wish the free market of ideas would 
better patrol itself. Socialism is not currently on the 
American political menu. Let us all stop pretending 
– self-proclaimed socialists and their critics alike – 
that it is.

© Creators.com

How About
Medicare
Advantage
For All?
BY FROMA HARROP

A resurfaced Barack Obama has uttered those 
three little words: “Medicare for all.”

Does that mean that the Affordable Care Act, aka 
ObamaCare, was a bad idea? Not at all.

The ACA was a triumph in that it cut the number 
of uninsured Americans by 20 million. And it hard-
ened the idea that no American, regardless of in-
come or pre-existing conditions, should suffer or die 
for lack of health coverage.

Does the ACA have flaws? It does. But it serves as 
an important rung in the ladder toward less chaotic 
and universal health coverage.

“Medicare for all” is a fairly vague term that could 
mean many things. Some see it leading to a Cana-
dian-style single-payer system. Canada’s model has 
its virtues – simplicity being the chief one – but it 
doesn’t rank so high in international comparisons 
as others combining government and private cover-
age.

How about Medicare Advantage for all? Medicare 
Advantage refers to the managed-care plans run by 
private insurers. Medicare pays them a monthly fee 
per enrollee to cover hospital care, visits to the doc-
tor and other services guaranteed under the original 
Medicare. Many offer extras, such as eyeglasses and 
hearing aids. Sometimes they offer drug coverage 
and even gym memberships.

About a third of Medicare beneficiaries now 
choose them over the traditional fee-for-service pro-
gram. Studies show that the enrollees are generally 
happy with their plans and the care is high quality.

Like other managed-care plans, these require 
using an insurer’s network of providers. The rules 

vary, however. People can buy more expensive plans 
if they like – or they can opt for a plan with virtually 
no out-of-pocket expenses. There’s even a system 
for low-income subsidies. Standardized and listed 
on an online marketplace, the Medicare Advantage 
plans are easy for beneficiaries to figure out.

And there is some value added to private cover-
age, certainly at the point of delivery. The cap on the 
plans’ funding provides a financial incentive to help 
people with chronic conditions navigate the health 
care system. The plans do a decent job of making 
sure that patients follow through on treatment.

As for the politics of it, Republicans have long 
been boosters of the Medicare Advantage program. 
They like its reliance on private insurers.

Medicare Advantage for all would steer conserva-
tive theorists away from their “consumer-oriented” 
pipe dreams – those tax-advantaged health savings 
accounts, health reimbursement accounts and the 
like tied to catastrophic coverage. These schemes 
create an even more complex bureaucracy, all for the 
sake of some abstract notion of a “free market.”

Let’s be blunt. The government must limit its 
spending by fiat. Then we can let the market step in 
and sort out the details. Under Medicare Advantage 
for all, the insurers would become, in effect, regu-
lated utilities.

As now, Medicare’s overseers would have to keep 
an eagle eye on how they reimburse the companies. 
There’s a history of paying Medicare Advantage in-
surers far more than they spend on medical care.

The good news embedded here is that the Medi-
care Advantage plans can save money in ways the 
traditional fee-for-service program does not. And it 
needs repeating that people are signing up for them 
by choice.

For younger Americans, the ACA is what they have 
at the moment. Republicans intent on killing it are 
dealing with the unpleasant reality that public opin-
ion has swung from hostility to the reforms to sup-
port for them. Too chicken to do an outright repeal, 
Republicans are engaging in quiet sabotage, weak-
ening its financial footing bolt by bolt. They’re now 
trying to end protections for those with pre-existing 
conditions while saying they’re not.

What to do now? Preserve the ACA and think 
Medicare for all. And while thinking that, consider 
Medicare Advantage for all.

© Creators.com
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Politics
And The
Meaning
Of Truth

BY RANDOLPH M. FEEZELL
“When I use a word,” Humpty Dumpty said, in a 

rather scornful tone, “it means just what I choose 
it to mean – neither more nor less.”  “The question 
is,” said Alice, “whether you can make words mean 
so many different things.”  “The question is,” said 
Humpty Dumpty, “which is to be master – that’s 
all.” – Lewis Carroll

Rudy Giuliani recently offered a novel defense of 
the decision not to allow Donald Trump to be inter-
viewed by special counsel Robert Mueller. Welcome 
to the topsy-turvy world of Trump talk. Thank you, 
Rudy, for occasioning some philosophical reflection 
on the nature of truth: politics meets epistemology.

Giuliani argued that Trump might be lured into 
perjury. “I’m not going to be rushed into having 
him testify so that he gets trapped into perjury,” he 
said. “When you tell me, you know, that he should 
testify because he’s going to tell the truth, and he 
shouldn’t worry, well that’s so silly because it’s 
somebody’s version of the truth, not the truth.”

Meet the Press host Chuck Todd’s intuitions were 
sound. Todd says, “Truth is truth.”

Giuliani replied with the head-scratcher. “No, it 
isn’t truth. Truth isn’t truth.”

To clarify the issues, consider a simple example 
from ordinary life. I’m driving home from work, look-
ing forward to relaxing and having a fine craft beer. 
I wonder. Is there beer left in my refrigerator? My 
belief will determine my action, given my desire to 
drink a beer when I get home. If I believe there is no 
beer at home, I will stop and buy some.

I check my memory. I form a belief that there is 
beer in my refrigerator. My belief is the attempt to 
represent something that is true about the world. 
My belief is a kind of map I use to achieve my goal, 
and I will achieve my goal [drinking a beer when I 

get home] most efficiently [not having to go back out 
to a store if I’m wrong] if my belief is true.

This example generates our commonsense view 
that truth is a property of our attempts to negoti-
ate our way through the world by forming beliefs, 
expressed in sentences [claims, propositions] about 
what is or is not the case. It’s called the Correspon-
dence Theory of Truth.

Truth consists in a correspondence between belief 
and fact, or the state of affairs that verify or confirm 
whatever is claimed to be true. Truth adheres to sen-
tences or propositions [the meaning of sentences 
expressed in different languages].

“Beer is in my refrigerator” [the sentence] is true 
just in case there is beer in my refrigerator, and that 
claim is true regardless of whether I believe it is true 
or false. If I believe it is true, and it is true, I have a 
true belief. If I’m wrong about the beer, I have a false 
belief.

Here’s how Aristotle defined truth: “To say that 
what is, is not, or that what is not is, is false; but to 
say that what is, is, and what is not is not, is true; 
and therefore also he who says that a thing is or is 
not will say either what is true or what is false.”

In the Meet the Press discussion, Chuck Todd 
captures our ordinary view that reality makes our 
beliefs true or false, independent of us [in an impor-
tant sense]. Truth depends on something objective. 
“Truth is truth.”

If truth is a correspondence between belief and 
fact, this holds whether the facts are about beer, 
climate change, the size of the inaugural crowd, or 
God.  If you believe that God exists, and I deny there 
is a God, provided we mean the same thing by the 
term, it’s either true or false that God exists. We 
can’t both be right. Reality makes our beliefs true or 
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false. Of course, how we determine which belief is 
true is another, crucial matter.

What could someone mean by saying, “Truth isn’t 
truth”? It seems incoherent – a piece of nonsense 
masquerading as a sensible claim. Let’s try to be 
charitable to Rudy, while being mindful of the Cor-
respondence Theory of Truth and other kinds of 
claims that have appeared in Trump World, from our 
leader and his defenders.

First, someone might be claiming “There is no 
truth.” That would be self-contradictory [hence, 
false] since the claim is put forth as true. It can’t be 
the case that there is truth and there is no truth. 
That’s a contradiction.

Second, someone might be claiming [Kellyanne 
Conway?] that there isn’t one truth because, at least 
in some cases, there are “alternative facts.” This 
supposedly explains disagreements and why appar-
ently false claims [those made by Trump?] are really 
true. But this is nonsense.

There is either beer in my refrigerator or there is 
no beer in my refrigerator. If I believe there’s beer 
there and you don’t, one of us has a false belief. 
There are no mysterious “alternative facts” posited 
in order to make a false belief a true belief.

Either the president had a conversation with Com-
ey about firing Flynn, the national security advisor, 
or he didn’t. And if Comey is right, Trump is wrong. 
There are no “alternative facts” about the inaugural 
crowd. Trump’s claim was false.

Another closely related way to interpret “Truth 
isn’t truth” is the relativist position [common among 
college students] that truth is relative. What is true 
for you isn’t true for me, because there’s no objec-
tive truth; there are only perspectives.

Once again, this view has the problem of self-refer-
ence, since it is put forward as true, period, not sim-
ply as true for the person making the claim. What it 
appears to be claiming is that what you believe to be 
true isn’t necessarily what I believe to be true. Well, 
of course!  But that doesn’t mean there is no truth 
and there are only perspectives.

Something that is true may not be believed to be 
true. I may not believe there is beer in my refrigera-
tor when there is. It is an objective truth, however, 
that the beer is there. [Keep in mind the Correspon-
dence Theory.]

What are we to make of Trump talk about “fake 
news”? In one sense it’s an attempt to undermine 
efforts by journalists to tell the truth about Trump 
and his repeated falsehoods. Talk about fake news 
isn’t an attack on the possibility of truth. The claim 
that some story is “fake news” must assume the dis-
tinction between truth and falsehood in order to be 
coherent. Trump must hope there are gullible people 
available to take him as a reliable source of true 
beliefs. The language of “fake news” is an assault on 
what is true. It is also an attack on our ability to find 
out what is true.

Now we may have arrived at the most charitable in-

terpretation of Rudy’s seemingly nonsensical claim. 
Some seem to think that disagreements preclude 
truth, perhaps because truth requires consensus [it 
doesn’t] or that we have no good methods to deter-
mine truth from falsehood. There is a long tradition 
of skeptics in the history of western philosophy who 
have held this view, but you’ll have to work harder 
that Rudy G. to show it’s hopeless to resolve dis-
agreements in belief.

Across a wide range of claims made by both scien-
tists and ordinary people, we use empirical methods 
to fix our beliefs. We look at the world, form hypoth-
eses, do experiments, collect data, consult experts, 
and develop conclusions – some merely probable, 
others with a higher degree of certainty.

We see the beer in the refrigerator when we get 
home. We conclude in the case of Paul Manafort that 
on eight felony counts there was evidence beyond 
a reasonable doubt that he committed the crimes. 
On the other 10 counts, 11 of 12 jurors found the 
evidence persuasive. Even the holdout juror might 
have agreed that the preponderance of evidence indi-
cated guilt, a rational conclusion falling short of the 
higher standard of reasonable doubt.

When Rudy says that Trump might be lured into 
perjury, he must assume there is truth, since that’s 
what perjury means. It’s a failure to tell the truth.  
The worry isn’t that there’s no truth; the worry is 
that it will appear that Trump is lying because what 
he says will conflict with someone else’s interpreta-
tion of the facts.

Yet it’s true or it is false that Trump talked to 
Comey about Flynn. Rudy must be worried, not by 
the notion that there’s no truth, but that we can’t 
find it. 

Or is this merely a rhetorical ploy because he is 
afraid that the evidence presented in a courtroom 
would be enough to convict Trump of perjury – and 
obstruction of justice?

I can’t tell whether Giuliani is sufficiently deft in 
thought and speech to give a plausible interpreta-
tion of “Truth isn’t truth.” At worst, it’s nonsense. 
At best, it calls for us to be cautious when a person 
reports something she thinks is true.  And even the 
most charitable interpretation expresses an un-
founded skepticism about our system of justice, one 
of our most invaluable American institutions.

Truth is truth. Let Mueller’s investigation and the 
courts sort it out. Rudy’s rhetoric obfuscates. Hump-
ty Dumpty. Rudy Giuliani. Kellyanne Conway. Don-
ald Trump. We must hold the conveyors of Trump 
talk responsible for muddled thought and speech.

These muddles are neither innocent nor benign, 
since Trump talk is aimed to mislead and conceal. It 
is fundamentally dishonest, designed to defend the 
indefensible. 

Truth matters.
Randolph M. Feezell, PhD, grew up in northwestern 
Oklahoma and is professor emeritus of philosophy 
at Creighton University in Omaha, NE.
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Jim Hightower

On Immigration, Trump
Hypocritical And Sickening

Racially and ethnically speaking, I’m not sure who 
I am: Irish, Black, Anglo, Native American, Italian? 
Yes ... and more. My father always said that our fam-
ily was “Heinz 57,” a zesty blend of 57 ingredients. 
Good enough for me!

One of America’s great strengths is our highly 
diversified population, continually fueled by genera-
tions of immigrants who come here as refugees or 
who simply seek opportunity.

Consider the example of Fredrich, a 16-year-old 
boy who fled his tiny German village, where he faced 
a dreary future of poverty. He arrived in Manhattan 
in 1885 with no money and little education. An un-
accompanied minor, he was nonetheless greeted by 
America’s open immigration policy of the time and 
welcomed into citizenship. The enterprising Fried-
rich soon prospered, eventually opening hotels and 
taverns.

And – God bless America – only three generations 
later, Friedrich Trump’s grandson would become 
president of the USA!

But alas, grandbaby Donald would not have let 
Friedrich in. Indeed, he denigrates and has ruthless-
ly shut out modern-day immigrants like his grand-
father, though such seekers are now more likely to 
be named Frederico and be poor migrants from Latin 
America.

Donald Trump especially hates a process he calls 
“chain migration,” whereby American citizens can 
obtain U.S. residency for their foreign relatives. 
“They bring their whole family with them,” Trump 
repeatedly rants. “NOT ACCEPTABLE!” he barked in 
a recent Twitter tantrum.

But – psst – guess who just set aside his immi-
grant-bashing tantrums long enough to benefit 
his own family? Yes, The Donald. In August, the 
Slovenian parents of Trump’s immigrant wife, Mela-
nia, quietly became American citizens through the 
“chain migration” process their son-in-law so loudly 
denounces as “not acceptable.”

In June, Trump ordered an end to his own warped 
and politically disastrous policy of forcibly tearing 
terrified migrant children from the arms of their 

asylum-seeking parents. “I didn’t like the sight or 
the feeling of families being separated,” he declared 
self-righteously.

Yeah ... “Bad optic,” as PR consultants call public 
videos of such thuggish depravity. Motive aside, at 
least Trump’s cruel separation policy has ended, 
meaning he – and we – no longer have to witness 
nightly coverage of shrieking toddlers being seized 
by border agents and incarcerated in chain-link 
child cages in federal warehouses. But wait: out of 
sight just means we don’t see it, not that the deprav-
ity has ended. Some 500 of the 2,900 children who 
were snatched last spring are still in government 
custody, scared they’ll never see their parents again 
and traumatized by the uncertainty of what’ll hap-
pen to them.

Worse, more refugee children are being incarcer-
ated by Trump’s border agents every day as they 
seek asylum from the ongoing horrors of rapacious 
gang wars and starvation-level poverty in their Cen-
tral American homelands. More than 12,000 migrant 
children are now being held out of sight and out of 
mind in our government’s warehouses, military bas-
es and sprawling “tent cities.” And Trump is pres-
ently requesting money to lock up another 20,000 
refuge-seeking children expected in the near future.

All this trauma and cost is the result of the Trum-
peteer’s inhumane and failed “zero-tolerance” policy 
meant to dissuade refugees from coming to our 
Land of Opportunity in their search for a safe harbor 
from repression, violence and death. Rather than 
by rushing in hundreds of lawyers and judges to 
process the asylum requests and thereby deal with 
the humanitarian crisis they created, Trump and his 
rabidly anti-immigrant ideologues are taxing us by 
building more jails for refugees, while also openly 
violating the law that says immigrant children can’t 
be locked up for more than 20 days.

In TrumpWorld, integrity and consistency aren’t 
virtues. All that matters is “What’s in it for me right 
now.” For more about Trump’s sick and sickening 
policy, contact Kids in Need of Defense at Support-
Kind.org.
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War is hell. We’ve learned that over and over from 
the hundreds of thousands of deaths, uncountable 
maimings, torturings and other horrors our soldiers 
have experienced in the multitude of wars in this 
century alone.

America is now militarily involved in 76 countries! 
Yet, the war machine – including a massive army of 

Cap’n Trump’s
Grandiose
Space Dreams

profiteering corporate contractors 
and the politicians they buy – keeps 
demanding more: more troops, 
more money, more profits ... more 
war.

Finally, We the People [the 90%-
plus  of us who’re not really aware 
of, much less engaged in, this hell] 
need to awaken to another stark 
reality: War is stupid.

The place to start admitting it and 
begin to end the stupidity is 8,000 
miles away from us. “It is time for 
this war in Afghanistan to end.”

That’s not me talking, it’s Gen. 
John Nicholson, who has served 
four tours in that war and recently 
completed 31 months as the com-
mander of our forces there. After 17 
years [the longest war in U.S. histo-
ry], after 2,202 Americans killed there, after trillions 
of dollars frittered away, after multiple policy shifts 
that falsely promised “victory,” our own military has 
widely conceded that we can’t win.

In fact, the war is such a low priority that Presi-
dent Donald Trump, the commander in chief, has 
never even bothered to meet with Nicholson. Yet, we 
have 14,000 troops stuck there, are pouring more 
blood and treasure into the lost cause every day, 
continue to prop up the inept and wholly corrupt 
Afghan government and are destroying our nation’s 
credibility as a global force for peace and democratic 
values.

Why? Another former commander of U.S. forces 
answered with depressing candor: “We continue to 
fight simply because we are there.”

Did I mention that war is stupid? If we’re only 
there because we’re “there,” it’s way past time to 
leave.

And if you think our government’s policy to stay 
in Afghanistan is out-of-this-world cuckoo, consider 

eyes at this folly, they’ve since snapped to attention 
and are preparing to launch Cap’n Trump’s grandi-
ose space dreams.

In a melodramatic speech, Pence declared that the 
new Space Command will “seek peace, in space as 
on Earth.” Hmmm ... That’s not very comforting, is 
it?

However, he says he’s thrilled that Trump’s Space 
Force will have a four-star general, its own bureau-
cratic chain of command with a multibillion-dollar 
budget, a separate division to funnel money to 
corporate war contractors, and its own snappy uni-
forms.

Won’t all that look great if Trump ever gets that big 
showy military parade he’s demanding?

Pence gushed that this extraplanetary extrava-
gance will attract “America’s best and bravest” to 
serve as “warfighters.” Of course, privileged families 
like Captain Trump’s won’t have to participate in 
any of the space wars he’s dreaming up for others to 
fight in.

the spaciness being proposed by the cosmonauts on 
Spaceship Trump.

Spending nearly $700 billion a year on maintain-
ing the five branches of the U.S. war machine [not 
counting the costs of actually fighting all the wars 
they get into] is not enough, they now tell us. So 
prepare to soar militarily and budgetarily into a 
boundless war theater where none have gone before: 
outer space!

It seems that Captain Trump himself woke up one 
morning in June and abruptly announced that he 
was bored with the fusty old Army, Air Force, etc., so 
he wanted a shiny new sixth military branch to play 
with [space music sound effects] – a “Space Force” 
to carry America’s war-making power to a cosmic 
level. His loyal lieutenant, Mike “Yes-Man” Pence 
promptly saluted, calling Trump’s whim “an idea 
whose time has come.”

Even though America’s military leaders rolled their 
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On Saving Mother Earth
BY BOB D. ROUNSAVELL AND PAZ MARIA ROUNSAVELL

Bob’s note: I recently learned an early August is-
sue of the New York Times Magazine was devoted 
entirely to the subject of global warming/climate 
change. From a compilation of reports based on 
research of world climatologists and on their 
deliberations, Nathaniel Rich wrote this lengthy 
article in the context of the 1979-89 decade when 
mankind came close to solving the challenge posed 
by climate change. Unfortunately, both economics 
and politics blocked logic – as so often occurs – and 
once again man failed to come up with a solution. 
But unlike so many other challenges mankind has 
faced, this one threatens to bring about the end 
of civilization as we know it.  Perhaps a review of 
some facts and issues raised can enlighten enough 
minds to save us from ourselves. The Global Cli-

mate Change Summit in San Francisco led by 
Gov. Jerry Brown and former New York City Mayor 
Michael Bloomberg seemed to result in business 
collaborative solutions.

We humans seem to be on a path of self-induced 
extinction brought on by our reluctance to deal with 
global climate change. Time to deal with it is short, 
and our children and grandchildren’s future is at 
stake, if we slough it off again.

Our dependence on fossil fuels combined with 
other bad habits has already caused an increase of 
one degree Celsius in the earth’s temperature. The 
odds of restricting earth’s temperature to only two 
degrees are just one in 20.

If successful in this undertaking, we will still see 
the extinction of our tropical reefs, a sea-level rise 
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of several meters, and the abandonment of the Per-
sian Gulf. One top climate scientist, Dr. James Han-
sen, has labeled two-degree warming “a prescription 
for long-term disaster.”

That is now the best-case scenario for our planet, 
and it does not bode well for our future. Three-de-
gree warming of earth is the prescription for short-
term disaster: probable changes to the earth that we 
really do not want to see.

For example, forests will grow in the Arctic. How-
ever, New York, San Francisco, Los Angeles will 
disappear from the U.S., along with Vancouver and 
Cancun in North America; London, Dublin, Venice, 
Barcelona in Europe; Tokyo, Sydney, Bangkok, Is-
tanbul in Asia.

New England coasts will sink. When Florida goes 
underwater, so will New Orleans and the Gasoline 
Alley with its oil drill towers [“toors” to us Okie oil 
folk].

A former director of the UN Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change [IPCC], Robert Watson 
argues that 30 warming is actually the realistic mini-
mum. With 40, Europe with its current hot summers 
will go into permanent drought and vast areas of 
China, India and Bangladesh join an expanding Gobi 
Desert.

While Polynesia is swallowed by the sea, the 
Colorado River thins to a trickle and the American 
Southwest becomes largely uninhabitable. Ready for 
50 warming? Don’t be, for that’s the end of human 
civilization, warns leading scientists.

The last earthquake and landslide in Japan is 
noted; however, one need not leave the country or 
even the state to see climate change at work. Among 
weather extremes are hurricanes and flashfloods 
off our coasts like Florence; uncontrolled wildfires 
bring several thousand firefighters nationwide to 
California to save lives, woods, and property.

The seemingly endless drought might bring the 
Dust Bowl back to Oklahoma; fortunately, controlled 
fracking has already decreased the number of earth-
quakes.

We don’t aim to scare anyone but hope some real-
ize that now, right now, today’s civilization may end. 
If we pass the challenge to our children and grand-
children, the choice becomes survival or extinction. 
Time to get crackin’.

Rich’s article, Losing Earth, vividly describes the 
decade 1979-89 when we almost stopped climate 
change. To borrow from its Prologue: “If the world 
had adopted the proposal widely endorsed at the end 
of the ‘80s – a freezing of carbon emissions, with a 
reduction of 20% by 2005 – warming could have been 
held to less than 1.5 degrees.”

With the new decade came an international con-
sensus: a global solution to curb carbon emissions 
and halt climate change. Unfortunately the U.S. lead-
ership never materialized.

President George H.W. Bush had enjoined the 
nation’s climatologists to start seriously address-
ing global warming, President Clinton encouraged 
his Veep, Al Gore, to tackle  environmental issues. 
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Cognizant of the gravity of climate change, Presi-
dent Obama signed the 2015 Paris Climate Change 
accord, this coming after an agreement with major 
automakers to increase CAFÉ standards to 54 miles 
pergallon by model year 2025 and with the states for 
a Clean Power Plan for standards for power plants.

President Donald Trump rescinded all his prede-
cessor’s initiatives. His withdrawal from the Paris 
accord and the Iran-Western deal effectively abro-
gated our leadership in world affairs, particularly in 
planetary climate change. Not only did we forget that 
obligation but we also gained the singular distinc-
tion of being the only country to forego the hard-
fought long-sought global solution.

Yes, we almost saved our planet 30 years ago. Now 
it’s being transformed and before us is the emerging 
picture:

Since 1981: Arctic sea ice decreased an average of 
1.3% yearly. Since 1989: The global mean tempera-
ture increased annually by 10 F. By 2030: Worldwide, 
people affected by flooding will triple. In 2030-2050: 
Climate change will cause roughly 250,000 deaths 
yearly. By 2050: the Arctic Ocean will be largely ice-
free in summer and about a million species extinct. 
By 2080: heat waves in the vastly smaller New York 

City will triple.
By Century 22, global sea levels will rise one to 

four feet, potentially creating hundreds of millions 
of refugees – the climate refugees of today being a 
trickle in comparison. T

o me, it means my hometown in the Philippines 
will sink into the Pacific and the graves of my par-
ents, my youngest sister, my grandparents, and oth-
ers in the clan will be the playground of sharks or 
the new homes of coral reefs.

Before us, however, is the inspiring tale in Hans 
Brinker: “that little boy [of Haarlem in Holland] 
represents the spirit of the whole country. Not a leak 
can show anywhere either in its politics, honor or 
public safety, that a million fingers are not ready to 
stop it, at any cost.” 

With courage and honor, let our 340 million-plus 
fingers push the United States to resume world 
leadership towards a shining Jerusalem in a regen-
erated planet. Let’s make John McCain proud that 
ultimately we Americans decided to rejoin the world 
in saving our planet, therefore ourselves.
Oologah resident Bob D. Rounsavell is president of 
the Carrie Dickerson Foundation. His wife, Paz Ma-
ria Rounsavell, is his co-author and editor.

You’re No Bob Mueller, Judge Starr
BY JOE CONASON

In hawking his new memoir, Kenneth Starr dis-
plays all the dignity, fairness and proportion that 
characterized his pursuit of Bill Clinton’s impeach-
ment two decades ago.

Which is to say not much.
Still, after being unceremoniously dumped from 

his jobs at Baylor University for covering up a sexual 
assault scandal, and with no prospect of a future 

federal appointment in sight, Starr suddenly had 
time to write the account of his misadventures that 
has been festering within for all these years. And his 
book, titled Contempt, inarguably arrives at an op-
portune moment, as another president faces crimi-
nal investigation and possible impeachment.

On his publicity tour last week, the former inde-
pendent counsel claimed to find “intriguing” com-
parisons and even “eerie echoes” of the Clinton 
chase in the current president’s legal woes. Echoes 
there are, but in his zeal to defend his fellow Repub-
lican, Starr omits or elides most of what really mat-
ters in both cases.

“[At] least as far as we know Donald Trump has 
not lied under oath, as far as we know, he’s not in-
timidated witnesses, [and] as far as we know – in my 
view – he has not obstructed justice,” he told Na-
tional Public Radio, seeking to draw a contrast with 
Clinton, whose guilt he still aims to establish on all 
counts.

Starr forgets that among the 12 counts in the 
Office of Special Counsel’s indictment of Clinton 
– co-authored by Judge Brett Kavanaugh and sent 
to Congress as an impeachment recommendation – 
were his lies to the public, not under oath, and his 
concomitant “abuse of power.”

If that is the standard, then Trump has fulfilled it 
over and over again.
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As Starr knows perfectly well, this president has 
lied effusively and obsessively about everything 
to do with the Russia investigation, his payoff of 
Stormy Daniels and a hundred other salient matters. 
He lied about the Trump Tower meeting and sought 
to mislead the public. 

He has not only tried to sway witnesses but also 
interfered brazenly with law enforcement at the 
highest levels, by intimidating the FBI director and 
the attorney general.

So whether he has obstructed justice or not is a 
question that won’t depend much on Starr’s “view.”

It is true, as Starr reminds us at length, that Clin-
ton lied under oath in a deposition about his rela-
tionship with Monica Lewinsky. According to Starr, 
Clinton also lied during his grand jury appearance, 
although that is a highly arguable charge.

But whatever Clinton’s mendacity in those sworn 
statements, he submitted to the processes of the 
court. He didn’t pretend, as Trump does and his law-
yers do, that he is permanently exempted from the 
obligation of all citizens to testify in civil or criminal 
proceedings when called.

In his book, Starr indignantly recalls the negotia-
tions that ended with Clinton’s grand 
jury testimony, describing the tough 
legal maneuvers of the president’s attor-
neys. 

Yet the fact remains that both Bill and 
Hillary Clinton answered questions from 
Starr’s prosecutors about Whitewater 
and other matters on numerous occa-
sions, including various interrogations 
under oath.

Yes, Starr’s staff negotiated with Bill 
Clinton’s attorneys for six months to 
obtain his Lewinsky testimony, while 
holding out the threat of a subpoena. So 
far, Trump has danced around special 
counsel Robert Mueller’s request for an 
interview for at least nine months, with 
no end in sight. 

Contrary to all precedent and political 
principle, Trump’s lawyers insist that he 
need not testify at all – that he is, in ef-
fect, above the law.

As a former judge, Starr should know 
better than to publish an attack on 
someone he failed to indict decades later. 
But he goes out of his way to smear Hill-
ary Clinton, recalling how he yearned 
to indict her for alleged perjury in her 
testimony about Whitewater. This line of 
character assassination is puerile and 
unethical, even for him.

If you want to understand why he never 
got anywhere close to indicting her, you 
can learn about the weakness of his case 
in The Hunting of the President, a book 
I co-authored 18 years ago with Gene 

Lyons. 
None of the facts have changed since then, and the 

most relevant portions of our book can be download-
ed free on the web as The Hunting of Hillary.

It is equally insulting that Starr would seek to 
compare himself to the highly professional, compe-
tent and experienced Mueller. But the most impor-
tant distinctions lie well beyond that self-serving 
analogy.

Unlike the historic Russian intrusion into the 
2016 election, which demanded investigation and ac-
tion, there was never any plausible reason to launch 
a costly federal probe of Whitewater, a tiny failed 
land deal in rural Arkansas. Federal authorities had 
absolved the Clintons of any wrongdoing long before 
Starr ever showed up. 

He was appointed by a panel of partisan judges to 
replace an honest Republican prosecutor because 
they wanted to bring down the Clintons. And they 
believed that Starr, an ambitious and highly political 
jurist with no qualifications as a prosecutor, would 
eagerly do the deed.

As of today, he is still trying.
© Creators.com
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Race Is Only ‘Skin Deep’
BY BOB D. ROUNSAVELL

We humans have a problem with Race. Most of us 
don’t really know what it is and the rest can’t accept 
the truth when they see it. The science of Race is 
very clear: there is no genetic basis for it. Although 
it is still a large problem for us to deal with, most 
don’t realize it’s largely a made-up label created for 
the primary purpose to both define and separate us. 
Something our Presidente is doing quite well. We 
citizens need to stop him from this unpresidential 
act. Be assured he will continue to try separating us 
until we do stop him.

Let me borrow a statement from the April 2018 
issue of National Geographic magazine: “Human be-
ings are wired at birth to distinguish us from them 
and thus to favor our own group.” This is the social-
ization of the human being.

Sociologist W.I. Thomas recognized that once the 
human being decided something was true, it became 
very difficult to change his or her mind about the 
truth. Simply or more significantly, once people be-
lieve something is true then it becomes quite real in 
its consequences to them.

A good example of this type of behavior is the 
myth that the lighter one’s skin the more intelligent 
that person is. Genetically, skin color has nothing 
whatsoever to do with any individual’s intelligence. 
Culturally, however it has much to do with how 
smart or stupid one’s behavior becomes, because 
many humans think these two traits are related.

Specifically, an employer with a task of choosing 
between two job applicants will choose the white 
over the person of color whom he believes less intel-
ligent. Again Thomas reminds us that when humans 
believe something is real, whether it is or not, it can 
become quite real in its consequences. That is, you, 
the employer, will choose the light-complexioned 
applicant because you think he or she will be more 
intelligent on account of his skin color.

It is really quite unfortunate that these days many 
people suffering from both political and economic 
discrimination are white Americans displaced from 
jobs now held by people of color willing to work 
for low wages. Lacking adequate education and job 
experience, these once solid middle-class folks now 
find themselves out of touch with the 21st Century 
and its job offerings.

With Donald Trump telling them he will make 
America great again, they cling to his statements 
twittered out in the early morning hours. Upon 
closer examination of his official actions, they will 
realize that America is not returning to the past and 
that Trump and his Republican Party are making the 
wealthy and powerful the beneficiaries of the huge 
tax cuts.

Guess how these will be replaced or paid for? 
Whoops, there went our Social Security and Medi-
care benefits.

Check and find that Martin Luther King Jr. often 
spoke of a simple goal: Black and white children, 
hand in hand, in brother/sisterhood. But current 
happenings make us forget that he asked for far 
more; in fact, he demanded “a radical redistribution 
of political and economic power.”

A year before his assassination, MLK stated: “All 
over the globe men are revolting against old sys-
tems of exploitation and oppression, and out of the 
wounds of a frail world, new systems of justice and 
equality are being born.”

It took a long while, and the election of Donald 
Trump as president and de facto head of the Republi-
can Party is showing how much racism is still a part 
of America. But MLK’s revolt is coming to fruition. 
The western world is finally involved in the quest for 
new systems of justice and equality.

In the same period, genetic research has uncov-
ered and brought to light two observations or deep 
truths about humans.

First, all of us are closely related. In other words 
everyone has the same collection of genes; except 
for identical twins, everyone has slightly different 
versions of the same set. Studies of this genetic di-
versity have allowed scientists to reconstruct a kind 
of family tree of human populations, and that has 
revealed the second deep truth: In a very real sense, 
all people alive today are Africans.

Yes, it is true – our species, Homo sapiens, evolved 
in Africa, although we are not yet certain of the 
exact time or place. The most recent fossil find from 
Morocco suggests that anatomically modern human 
features began appearing far earlier than 100,000 
years; these actually appeared 300,000 years ago.

What have we learned so far, according to science? 
Most important, race has nothing to do with skin 
color. We humans are all very closely related geneti-
cally. When we try to determine racial differences on 
the basis of skin color, what we’ve done is create a 
label to separate ourselves from one another.

Not really a very good way to create a sense of 
community, is it?

Editor’s Note: Due to a production error, last 
month’s Observer included a duplicate page that 
omitted parts of two essays. Those essays, Race 
Is Only Skin Deep and When Twitter Determines 
Who Speaks, are reprinted in full on pages 38 
and 39. We apologize for any inconvenience.
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One key in dealing with people of different color 
but different ideologies is to realize that we can 
overcome such differences, especially when we fo-
cus on one shared mission: to preserve and improve 
our species.

To fulfill that challenge, like the firefighters na-
tionwide battling California wildfires, we must first 
get together. Then we save our home Planet Earth 
from the ravages of global warming/climate change, 
largely caused by us and the myriad ways we’ve cho-
sen to live.

Seems like a worthy mission for all of us to pur-
sue, don’t you think?
Oologah resident Bob D. Rounsavell is president 
of the Carrie Dickerson Foundation. His wife, Paz 
Maria Rounsavell, serves as his editor.

When Twitter
Determines
Who Speaks
BY JOHN KIRIAKOU

Censorship has become such a normal part of 
daily American life that most people either don’t pay 
attention to it or don’t care. But it’s taken on a life of 
its own, and it’s beginning to spin out of control. We 
must take back our constitutional right to freedom 
of speech and our civil liberties.

Many Americans laughed recently when Twitter, 
Facebook, and YouTube suspended the accounts of 
Alex Jones and InfoWars. Jones is well-known for 
his bombastic, conspiracy-laden, often offensive 
views on just about everything from the Sandy Hook 
massacre [no children were killed; they were all 
“crisis actors”] to the United Nations [it’s a hostile 
foreign power that maintains a secret army and will 
launch a war to install a one-world government] 
to so-called “chemtrails” and space aliens. [In the 
interest of transparency, I have appeared three times 
on InfoWars’ The Real News with David Knight. 
David is a mainstream Libertarian and a great sup-
porter of whistleblowers.]

But the decision to ban Jones was not funny at all. 
You don’t have to agree with a single thing the man 
says to believe that he has the same fundamental 
right to freedom of speech that you and I have. When 
news of the ban broke on Aug. 6, I was surprised at 
how few of my friends objected to it. Indeed, many 
gloated over it. I felt exactly the opposite. I was infu-
riated. And the next day, on Aug. 7, Twitter perma-
nently banned my friend Peter Van Buren from the 

site.
Van Buren is a renowned State Department whis-

tleblower and 24-year Foreign Service veteran who 
also led a Provincial Reconstruction Team in Iraq. 
He has written extensively about waste, fraud, and 
abuse at the State Department, and he published 
a well-received memoir in 2012 entitled, We Meant 
Well: How I Helped to Lose the Battle for the Hearts 
and Minds of the Iraqi People.

As Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton tried might-
ily to fire Van Buren for that memoir, even though 
the State Department’s publications review staff 
approved its release. She tried to confiscate his 
pension. Only after a lawsuit on his behalf by the 
American Civil Liberties Union and the Government 
Accountability Project was he allowed to retire and 
to keep his pension.

Twitter, however, doesn’t have to answer to any-
body. It’s a private company and it can do what it 
wants.

Last month, Van Buren got involved in an acrimo-
nious exchange about government lying with main-
stream journalist Jonathan Katz, a freelancer who 
writes primarily for The New York Times, Politico, 
and Slate. Katz apparently reported Van Buren to 
Twitter, which quickly banned him for life, saying he 
had “harassed, intimidated, or used fear to silence” 
Katz.

No such thing ever took place. Because of the per-
manent nature of the ban, every one of Van Buren’s 
tweets from the past seven years has been deleted.

Twitter’s action turns out to not have been limited 
to Alex Jones and a buddy of mine. The company 
went on yesterday to suspend the accounts of Scott 
Horton, a prominent radio host, director of Antiwar.
com, and great friend of whistleblowers; and Dan 
McAdams, a highly-respected former congressional 
staff member and executive director of the Ron Paul 
Institute for Peace and Prosperity. I know both of 
these men well and I would stake my reputation on 
their decency, honesty, and integrity. Twitter sus-
pended them because they came to Van Buren’s aid.

There’s an even worse result from Twitter’s ac-
tions. InfoWars last month promoted a petition 
asking President Trump to pardon Julian Assange. 
In just 48 hours, the petition was signed by nearly 
40,000 people. It was all but killed when removed 
from Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube.

There’s a very serious issue at play here. Put aside 
your feelings about Alex Jones, about crisis ac-
tors, and about chemtrails. This is an issue of free 
speech. It’s an issue of corporate censorship.

Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, and other tech mega-
companies are telling us that they get to decide what 
we see and don’t see. They get to decide what we say 
and don’t say.

I won’t live like that. Veteran Intelligence Profes-
sionals for Sanity [VIPS], a group of retired intelli-
gence officers, diplomats, military officers, and FBI 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 46
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Books

Falling Prey To Russia’s
Misinformation Campaign
MESSING WITH THE ENEMY
Surviving In A Social Media World of Hackers, 
Terrorists, Russians, And Fake News
By Clint Watts
HarperCollins Publishers
304 pages, $27.99

BY JOHN WOOD

“In my opinion, Russia absolutely influenced the 
U.S. presidential election of 2016,” including helping 
Mr. Trump to win the closely contested Michigan and 
Wisconsin,” former FBI agent declares in his book 
Messing with the Enemy.

Watts, for example, showcases a study he conduct-
ed on troll responses at the same time as Trump’s 
loutish Access Hollywood remarks came to light.

It was as if, he said, it were coordinated: Soon after, 
WikiLeaks pushed out thousands of emails from Hill-
ary Clinton’s campaign and “dropped dribs and drabs 
of stolen information to continue powering the social 
media storm” against the Democrats.

Ultimately, Watts proclaims, the Russians won with 
“an American reality show star spouting Russian pro-
paganda lines.”

Clint Watts is not alone in his analysis.
Early last year, all three major security agencies – 

the FBI, CIA and NSA – in a public assessment found 
that Putin “ordered an influence campaign in 2016 
aimed at the U.S. presidential election,” with the in-
tent to help elect Trump, according to USA Today. In 
addition, a bipartisan Senate intelligence committee 
unanimously backed that conclusion this year.

Even the Republican House counterparts backed 
this same conclusion that Russia enacted a “malign 
influence campaign.”

On top of this, Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s 
investigation brought criminal charges against 13 
Russian nationals and a dozen other Russian intel-
ligence officers and three private businesses for al-
leged illegal attempts to get involved in the presiden-
tial election.

Recently, I even found that the headline on Max 

Boot’s July Washington Post column declared: “With-
out the Russians, Trump wouldn’t have won.”

This is the world we live in: Preventing Russian 
election hacking in 2018 might not happen because 
the Republicans, the president himself and many in 
Congress are in denial, myopically saying it’s no big 
deal.

Why? Because if the Russians manipulate Ameri-
can elections, Trump supporters cynically say, at 
least the GOP is the one that benefits.

Indeed, there is now a proliferation of t-shirts em-
blazed with this same crazy sentiment.

Bizarre! 
I don’t know about you, but this surreal conclusion 

is not only dangerous in my mind, it’s downright un-
patriotic.

Watts tries to get at the heart of this strange para-
dox.

A former FBI agent, Watts takes us back to his time 
at the academy where he would play pranks on his 
colleagues and teachers. He loved it and that mis-
chievous side of him never left him.

Such impish behavior enabled Watts to understand 
and infiltrate the mindset of terrorists, such as Omar 
Hammami hiding in Somali, and others who wanted 
to do ill to us. Watts’ focus was not in the physical 
field, but the virtual one where people like Omar com-
municate via blog, YouTube or Twitter posts.

Watts moved from his work infiltrating ISIS-related 
terrorists in Somalia in the late 1990s to Russian 
hackers. He says that what we have today has also in-
filtrated the American mindset. He calls it “Clickbate 
populism.”

This sort of populism unfortunately elected a man 
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like Trump where you have to 
use social media to win a crowd. 
He said that manipulating an au-
dience is similar whether it’s 90 
Russians focused on hacking elec-
tions worldwide or American parti-
sans parroting the same methods 
at home.

And it’s not going away anytime 
soon.

In the last week of July alone 
– after the book was published 
– Facebook reported it found 32 
fake social and political accounts 
created to perpetuate divisiveness 
and undermine Democracy.

For example, Facebook delet-
ed pages called the “Resisters,” 
“Black Elevation,” and “Aztlan 
Warriors,” among many others – 
which Watts describes as “bubbles 
of confirmation bias” that we all-
too-often seem to gravitate toward. 
We like to go to places where our 
ideas are validated.

Likewise, we fall into a trap of 
implicit bias as we find ourselves 
focused on sites where people 
“look and talk like me.”

Watts finds that total absorption 
with social media can split up fam-
ilies and even end friendships. It’s 
this nonstop deluge of social me-
dia – Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, 
and others – that can shape our 
social reality.

I don’t know if you have had peo-
ple friend you – maybe you have. 
Watts calls them “honey pots” – in 
other words, fake accounts. These 
“social bots” defined by a com-
puter algorithm produce personas 
that Watts says have “content on 
social media applications that rep-
licate a real human.”

They try to befriend you, get you 
to pay them money, even compro-
mise you. But they are not real.

Russians, according to Watts, 
are using these bots to create “ar-
tificial accounts, emulating real 
people, that mimicked the con-
versations of target audiences in 
several geographies around the 
world” to disseminate pro-Russian 
“misinformation among main-
stream media outlets.”

On top of this, Russians have 
focused on confusing you and me 
through disinformation. They find 

what divides us – whether is it was 
the Jade Helm military exercise in 
2015, where even Texas Gov. Greg 
Abbott called the National Guard 
in case of an invasion that was for 
naught, or how USA Today found 
that, among 3,500 ads published 
on Facebook and seen by nearly 

25 million people, nearly 2,000 
made express references to race.

It seems obvious, he says, that 
the dangers are rather obvious and 
inherent in the potential capacity 
for manipulation and ill-will.

Watts’ book is a quick read and 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 47
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Stilwell

by federal, state, medical and environmental experts, 
searching for causes.

What if other toxicities besides tobacco, alcohol, 
drugs and too much fast fat food are the hidden, un-
derlying causes?

Why not treat these ongoing silent killings at 
Stilwell like other man-made disasters – Flint, MI’s 
deadly residential water, the Exxon Valdez oil spill in 
Alaska, and the asbestos and lead contamination of 
thousands.

Too often environmental pollution-caused deaths 
have been ignored in poor rural areas.

Stilwell’s 188-acre city lake supplies its residential 
water; its water chemistry review schedule should be 
accelerated.

And the city sits in eastern Oklahoma’s infamous 
“Mercury Alley” – micro fine particles from coal-burn-
ing power plants in the region, wafting through the 
air, seriously impairing children’s learning.

Smokestack particles fly to Stilwell from the near-
est coal plant, Flint Creek, at Gentry, AR – only 38 
miles south, easily within plant’s wind-shadow.

From published sources, Gentry’s coal burner an-
nually dumps 3.8 million tons of CO2, 8.5 thousand 
tons of Sulfur Dioxide and 145 pounds of mercury 
into the air.

Numbers are similar for coal power plants at 
Oologah, Bokoshe – with its road sign, “Coal Ash 
Capital of the World” – Choteau, Muskogee and Hugo, 
all within wind particle range of Stilwell. 

The Oklahoma Department of Environmental Qual-
ity – ODEQ – currently has 54 public lakes with mer-
cury-in-fish warnings, but due to lack of funding can-
not test Oklahoman’s private ponds and lakes.

You can plot the Oklahoma and Arkansas coal 

plants and see why the area – with Stilwell in the 
heart of its – earns the title “Mercury Alley.”

Coal power plant-discharged invisible particles can 
enter the blood steam via lungs, causing cancers, 
heart problems and host of life-shortening issues.

Next possible suspect to look at is current explo-
sion of hundreds of poultry industry houses in east-
ern Oklahoma – 200 new houses in the last year, 
holding 32,000 to 34,000 growing chickens, plus four 
or more poultry processing plants close to the Okla-
homa state line in Arkansas.

All are within wind and ground water aquifer range 
of Stilwell.

A 50-mile circle with Stilwell in center encompass-
es the U.S. center of the poultry industry.

Are airborne pollutants, surface and ground water/
aquifer-transporting, industry-emitted waste materi-
als adding to Stilwell’s horrific death rates?

Numerous land-owning Oklahomans with rights 
to the large freshwater Rubidoux Aquifer shared by 
northeastern Oklahoma and northwestern Arkansas 
are now protesting the mass poultry houses invasion 
in Delaware and Adair Counties by poorly regulated 
corporate industrial poultry companies.

Landowners claim poultry activities are thieving 
Rubidoux Aquifer waters, drying up residential wells 
and springs, and are not tested properly for the in-
dustry’s exotic dangerous chemicals, allegedly leach-
ing into their well waters.

See USGS Ozark Aquifer Systems: “Surface con-
taminants are quickly transported from recharge 
areas and intercepted by wells or concentrated at 
spring discharge sites. The sources of contamina-
tion often are unexpected.”

Are contaminants percolating and migrating to Stil-
well City Lake and into local rural residential water 
wells via the Rubidoux – the regional Mother Aqui-
fer? Higher tech water testing by Mass-Spectrometry 
could provide answers.

This many-faceted issue needs alternative ques-
tions and answers and action besides “It’s their life 
style” or dismissals of “Not my hometown problem.”

Scientific, targeted, emergency investigations by 
environmental air and water chemists, epidemiolo-
gists and hydro-geologists might furnish some sur-
prising facts and data on causes of Stilwell’s shame-
ful life expectancy.

Serious evaluations by medical experts and social 
scientists could pave the way for informed decisions 
based on science – not politics.

It’s past time to end the Tragedy of Stilwell – the 
shame of Oklahoma.
Tulsa resident Bob Jackman is an independent ge-
ologist, an oil and gas operator and an environmen-
tal activist.
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money – not ideology – meaning it no doubt will cater 
to Oklahoma’s red state proclivities.

As spare as the Oklahoman is, it has some excel-
lent, good-hearted reporters who deserve a better 
fate. They work every day to give readers a glimpse 
into an Oklahoma often struggling to enter the 21st 
Century.

Our Founding Editor Frosty Troy spared nothing 
when it came to critiquing what he called the Daily 
Disappointment. Yet he always implored Observer 
readers to subscribe anyway, despite the Oklaho-
man’s frequent venality and hard-right sanctimony.

It’s important that as many eyeballs as possible are 
watching – and reporting on – the powers that be. We 
can only hope print journalism survives.

As Thomas Jefferson put it in 1787, “Were it left 
to me to decide whether we should have a govern-
ment without newspapers, or newspapers without a 
government, I should not hesitate for a moment to 
prefer the latter.”

DINOs?
In this hyperpartisan era, it’s exceedingly difficult 

to work across the political aisle. Sadly, so many 
elected officials are so ideologically rigid as to thwart 
any hope of consensus or compromise.

Occasionally a Republican Sen. Jeff Flake will work 
with a Democratic Sen. Chris Coons to do the right 
thing on investigating a U.S. Supreme Court appoin-
tee.

It even can happen on the state level – just ask Re-
publicans and Democrats who finally came together 
last spring to enact a teacher pay raise, funded in part 
by an increase in the gross production tax. 

It was messy, yes, but at least it moved the needle. 
Sausage-making rarely is a lightning-fast process.  

Even so, it’s important to know where to draw the 
line when it comes making nice with those on the 
other team. Campaign endorsements offer one such 
example.

More than a few Democrats recently crossed over 
and made public their support for Republican can-
didates, infuriating party loyalists and supporters of 
the scorned Democratic challengers.

Former two-term Democratic Gov. Brad Henry, for 
one, not only endorsed incumbent GOP Superinten-
dent Joy Hofmeister, but also incumbent-by-appoint-
ment Attorney General Mike Hunter.

Indeed, Hunter’s campaign released a list of what 
it described as “more than 20 prominent Oklaho-
ma Democrats” backing the Republican AG against 
Democratic nominee Mark Myles. The list included 
former Gov. George Nigh, ex-AG’s Robert Henry and 
Mike Turpen, and former U.S. Rep. Dan Boren.

Henry’s endorsement of Hofmeister was particu-

larly troubling since the Democratic nominee, Peggs 
Superintendent John Cox, is a solid, well-qualified 
challenger.

Democratic activists were justifiably disheartened, 
even though most acknowledge it’s an uphill struggle 
not only for the underfunded Myles, but also for Cox 
who faces a rare foe: a Republican who’s popular with 
educators.

Of course, Henry was already infamous among 
Democratic activists when he long ago declared he 
was elected governor to build a state – not a political 
party.

What he misunderstood or ignored is that gover-
nors need their party’s strong support to help build 
political momentum necessary for serious reform.

Was it really necessary for these high-profile Demo-
crats to endorse across partisan lines? 

It seems unlikely the endorsements will make a sig-
nificant difference on election day. But it leaves a bad 
taste in the mouths of activists working tirelessly to 
rebuild the state’s once dominant party.
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Observerscope

It’s bad enough OK schools endured nation’s deep-
est budget cuts the last eight years. Now 271 districts 
wait for Tax Commission to correct mistakes that 
shorted them $23 million in 2016-17 in motor vehicle 
tax funds. 

Less than two months into school year and already 
the state OKs 2,565 emergency certified teachers – 
up from just 32 seven years ago. This is what hap-
pens when teacher salaries are 35% less than other 
OK college graduates.

Rep-turned-DA Rex Duncan gave Pawnee-Osage 
County taxpayers a giant middle finger after his re-
election defeat, awarding staffers huge pay hikes – 
some as much as 60% – on his way out the door, ac-
cording to The Frontier.

Good News: The number of OK high schoolers con-
currently enrolled in college courses nearly doubled 
over 11-year period – a key predictor of higher ed at-
tendance and graduation. – State Regents

Bad News: Oklahoma is second nationally only to 
Alabama in opioid prescriptions, despite decrease 
from 898 per 1,000 in 2013 to 710 in 2017, according 
to survey of Blue Cross Blue Shield clients.

More Bad News: Oklahoma is now nation’s third 
heaviest state – a 36.5% obesity rate last year. Only 
West Virginia and Mississippi had higher percentage 
of residents with 30-plus BMIs. – Trust for America’s 
Health

Goobernatorial wannabe Joseph Maldonado-Pas-
sage – aka Joe Exotic – faces federal charges in al-
leged murder-for-hire scheme aimed at a Florida 
woman. The former Wynnewood zookeeper pleaded 
not guilty.

In Oklahoma, a fox truly guards the henhouse. Rep. 
Josh West, R-Grove, sits on newly created watchdog, 
the Coordinating Council on Poultry Growth, even 
though he also collects a paycheck from Simmons 
Foods, responsible for many of new chicken farms 
along the Arkansas border.

It’s time for Indigenous People’s Day ...
and then comes the Ghosts and Goblins

of Halloween!
Message Sponsored by Iris Lochner
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Amendment, but I digress.] I’m going to generously 
guess they are getting their support for this claim 
from the Flag Code which can be found at www.US-
Flag.org.   

If these people are going to be outraged because of 
Mr. Kaepernick’s actions, then they should turn the 
page in the Flag Code and be even more outraged by 
these violations:  

No part of the flag should ever be used as a costume 
or athletic uniform [big oops by the NFL, where virtu-
ally every helmet has a little flag patch;

The flag should never be carried flat or horizontally 
[sorry, NFL pre-game festivities];

The flag should never be used for advertising pur-
poses in any manner whatsoever. It should not be em-
broidered on such articles as cushions or handker-
chiefs and the like, printed or otherwise impressed 
on paper napkins or boxes or anything that is de-
signed for temporary use and discarded;

The flag or a replica thereof should never be on a 
vanity plate on the front of a vehicle;

The president of the U.S. should not grab the flag 
and embrace it like it was a $130,000 porn star/hook-
er;

The flag should not be planted in the bed of a pick-
up truck and driven around;

The flag should not be displayed at night, unless it 
is properly illuminated. 

I see many of these rules broken all the time. Where 
is the outrage over these actions?

It appears that Mr. Kaepernick’s adversaries are 
selectively picking and choosing actions, no matter 
how silent, that they claim disrespect the flag while 
they ignore other actions that are actually physically 
disrespectful to the flag and what it stands for.

Reminds me of that Bible verse – something about 
looking at the speck in someone else’s eye but not 
noticing the beam in your own eye.       

Tim Jarvis
Edmond

Editor, The Observer:
Trump demeaned McCain’s capture as non-heroic. 

How disgusting.
McCain was downed in battle and fortunately barely 

survived with serious injuries. He also endured five 
years of abuse and torture, refusing early release pri-
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Oklahoma lost a progressive icon recently with the 
passing of Nancy Zorn, teacher, environmental activ-
ist and inveterate Observer reader. Our condolences 
to her family.

Donald Trump’s ballyhooed tax cuts did next-to-
nothing for workers. Bonuses in 2018’s first two 
quarters amounted to three cents per hour – three! – 
far less than under Barack Obama. – Bureau of Labor 
Statistics/Wall Street Journal

Twitter
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 39

agents, is writing a letter to Twitter’s leadership to 
protest these heavy-handed, anti-democratic ac-
tions. 

I’m proud to be a member of VIPS and I think that 
our collective voice will be heard. But VIPS can’t do 
it alone. Twitter and the others must be called to ac-
count.

I, for one, don’t want to live like a North Korean, 
an Iranian, or even an Israeli or a Brit, where my 
government or a company tells me what to think or 
to say. I will boycott Twitter and speak out against it 

everywhere until it remedies these egregious attacks 
on civil liberties.
John Kiriakou is a former CIA counterterrorism of-
ficer and a former senior investigator with the Sen-
ate Foreign Relations Committee. He became the 
sixth whistleblower indicted by the Obama Admin-
istration under the Espionage Act – a law designed 
to punish spies. He served 23 months in prison as a 
result of his attempts to oppose the Bush Adminis-
tration’s torture program.

© Reader Supported News

Observerscope
Bubba Blowback: Nike’s market value jumped $6 

billion in the three September weeks after ex-NFL QB 
Colin Kaepernick debuted as the face of “Just Do It” 
ads. 

What’s in a label? 47% of women in Time poll iden-
tify as feminists, 48% do not. Five percent describe 
themselves as anti-feminists.

News: Oklahoma leaders herald yet another one-
year Real ID extension. Comment: Why so giddy? 
We’ve known since 2005 new, high-tech IDs would 
be needed to fly and access federal installations, but 
GOP’s Don’t Tread On Me extremists fought it tooth 
and nail, forcing the state to repeatedly beg for more 
time. 

or to his comrades. 
McCain was captured because he was engaged in 

battle, defending his beloved country. Trump and 
Cheney dodged the draft five times with five defer-
ments, avoiding military service.

Now who’s the hero and how has Trump made 
America great again?

Tom Birbilis
Tulsa

Editor, The Observer:
Trump told evangelical leaders at the White House 

that they may support Republicans from the pulpit to 
avoid a Democratic Party take-over of the U.S. House 
and “the violence that will result.” Political endorse-
ments from the pulpit are illegal unless Congress 
changes that, despite Trump’s executive order. 

Evangelical support for Republicans is puzzling. 
Two major administration achievements reflect Re-
publican values.

First, over 70 environmental protection regulations 
have been reversed by Trump appointees to the EPA 

and departments that oversee National Parks, forests 
and coastlines. This reduces costs to businesses and 
industries regulated to clean up their act and make 
products safer. 

Bigger profits result because our air, water, land 
and oceans are less protected, causing the world to 
heat up.

Second, Republicans love the big tax cut they 
passed. Most of it goes to corporations and the 
wealthiest Americans. 

Working families see little or no benefit, and actu-
ally pay a larger share for government since corpora-
tions and the rich are paying less.

Republicans do what Republicans always do. In 
Oklahoma, eight years of tax cuts by Republicans-
in-control caused slashing budgets for education, 
teachers and social programs helping families.

Is that what evangelicals support?
Nathaniel Batchelder 

Oklahoma City
Editor’s Note: Nathaniel Batchelder is director of 

the Peace House in OKC.
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one that will help you understand what’s happening, 
especially if keep up with social media like Twitter or 
Facebook like I do. I’m no expert and I doubt you are, 
either. Much of this deep information is beyond us. 
However, it’s about awareness.

I use the sniff test. As Psychology Today suggests, 
if it seems like quite a claim and it seems too good to 
be true, question it. 

Headlines are often designed specifically to make 
you want to click on them – that’s why it’s called 
“clickbait.” Memes are there to persuade. They are 
there to gain power over you, to appease you. Be care-
ful!

If you think you are too smart to be outsmarted, 
think again. Did you know that a majority of young 
professionals in the 2nd Annual State of Critical 
Thinking Study, commissioned by the Massachu-
setts-based educational technology company Mind-
Edge Learning in May 2018, flunked a quiz that as-
sessed their critical thinking skills specifically when 
applied to digital literacy? Yep.

Watt’s book reminds me of what popular scientist 

Carl Sagan once said, “It seems to me what is called 
for is an exquisite balance between two conflicting 
needs: the most skeptical scrutiny of all hypotheses 
that are served up to us and at the same time a great 
openness to new ideas. Obviously those two modes 
of thought are in some tension. But if you are able to 
exercise only one of these modes, whichever one it is, 
you’re in deep trouble.”

This is our ultimate challenge – it really is. We live 
in this modern world, maybe even a postmodern one, 
where the president’s lawyer Rudy Giuliani strangely 
proclaims, “Truth isn’t truth.”

More now than ever, we need critical thinking. If 
you are too skeptical, you’ll be closed-minded and 
never learn anything new. And yet, if you are too open 
to gullibility you can’t determine truth from falsity.

Unfortunately, today, we have not enough of the for-
mer and too much of the latter – we lack balance.
John Wood is an associate professor of political sci-
ence at the University of Central Oklahoma. The 
views he expresses are his and not necessarily the 
university’s.
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